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A Democratic landslide in the state of New
wira
Mexico has elected the entire state weset
"
pluralities of from 5,000 to 10,000, Hugh B.
Woodward, State Republican chairmanconcedes
the election of the entire state democratic ticket with pluralities ranging abje the 50 0 mar
Many Republican counties over the state
turned in democratic majorities ranging from
100 to 900. Republican Colfax stacked up with
about 700 democratic majorities while many oth
ers helped to swell the Democratic plurality ,
Harding county went democratic with the
exception of County School Superintendent,
with majorities ranging from 59 to 350,. with
Homer Holmes leading the ticket over his op
ponent, J, H. Crane.
wen out over, her
Mrs. Myra O.
opponent, Mrs. Cason, by a majority of. about
43 or more votes and was the only Republican
on the county ticket elected. Mrs. DFrees re
ceived a srong vote in Roy which was formerly
her old home and which, precinct gave her
enough democratic votes to place her back in office. The day was ideal and a heavy vote was
cast all. over the county. Roy
recinct cast nearly 600 votes and íftV wrtnn p a aciwiV
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The Question of the location of the Harding.
County High School was settled by the voter
of Harding County Tuesday when they spoke
by their ballots and named Roy as the place
where the County High School will be located.
,
The people not only spoke but they made it
clear that thelligh School rightfully belonged
to Roy where it was located by the State Legi- latüre and which was later defeated in that
State Supreme Court .
The vote-- cast on the high school question
was ' about 2000 and of this number around
were cast for; the school and nearly
About one half the votes cast against
.
the school came from Mosquero which placed
150 against it and Mills vi.ich cast 121 against
.'',
the high school and Bradley which, gave 6 for
;
and 52 against.
',
'
Solano gave-7fcr and 18 , against while
Dellaven gave '57,' for and not a single vote
against. Kephart gave 53 for. and 6 against
while Albert gave 27 for and 5 against. Sabino rollfid up 67 tor the high school with 38
against and Lower Mosquero gave 48 for and fr'Abbott gave .Roy 39
i
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votes and only 21
affirmative
.nicely, later complications set in L jW.G. Johnson received the sad Wm. KING SERIOULY HURT
.
precincts givmg;
gainst
utner
:
away
;:
friTuesWednesday
Thursday
and death followed. On
news
that his old
t r
a- News has been received in Roy majorities were Rosebud, Buey
day
Hadley
when
we
had
printed
passed
EYENINii
the
first
eád
T.J.
that about 93 per cent or more
anegos ana orajnnne
'pages
at Elreno, Okla, on last thai. William Kin of Ratotí but ,erS'
in the Was Prominent Business ,Man nicely, of the paper he was doing. Sunday
vote in the Roy precinct
of all the votes
The
senous
place
was
his
formerly
of
evening
henoe the item on these
after a short
.county were voted Tuesday.
was
almost
unanimous ; of the
Of Roy.
pages stating that he was- im- - illness, Mr. Hadley was a writer ly and probably injured in a
votes
552
cast
543 people voted'
near
Much interest was taken in
é&$d poet and the S.A,. has pu mine accident at Gardiner
proving..
on the high school and 528 vo- -r
the election and in the campaign The sad news went over the
blish'id, several of his poems the Raton last Saturday evening
ted for the school ahd'15 against .
Both town of Roy Wednesday evening
proceedings the election.
4 o'clock when a cave-i- n
nast W. '.'para. He; was the
NEW COUNTY CLERK
and
nine failed to vote the ticket
on
fall
parties had made active cam that Roy S . Wood had passed
rock
Hadley-whof
and
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used let tens
iher of. Polly
all.
at
prob-O.Daiffns and almost a house to away
'
at the hospital about 4 :30 County Clerk; C. E . Andcr to attend the Roy - Schools and him crushing' his body and
: Róy is more than pleased with
house canvass had. been made rjea;h came peacfully to our be- - 3011 is all smiles, this iwek, even
Hadley who- worked for ably fatally interr.aljy injuring
splendid vote giyen the high,
the
by them.
'
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13 election .ween ajia a ;new the Goodman
in 915, hlm. ,i
loyed fellow townsman just 92- - . i
school
.. and
appreciates very,
Immediately aftei the accident
'
the earlreturns during th fore' twilight came stealing over man was elected to "táké bvéf jthé
the
done by frienda
work
much
.was'
ho
'rushedw
uardmer
the
evening indicated even a greater the town.': He was conscious up office January 1st, : for why
LOaT-O-ne
straight Repub ftttended of the school in the various premajority for the democratic can- - lto Within ..an rhour or so shouldn't he smil?, since his esti :can vote; finder please, return to Hospitaj where tó
"
by tne conany physlciansV', IliS cincts. The greatest surprise of
mates but when'; the precincts befor death and realized , that;, mable wife presented hn with Jack
hence.;
years
body and lin.ts were placed in a the high school, vot came from v
from the east side- and central, h was soon to pass on to his á fine daughter Mondaymorning
í
paria east'aad it; vriü prob Mosquero where it was supposed
plaster
howwho will be the assistant for the XiKWrd-wil- l
be offertI
befpre.he 'maJue that4t would carjy by a majority..
íáreüfta fórfeveí , ablyjseonths
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t
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the attending nn vcinan
Atewpnone conversón
day will take over 'the offices of jdays had returned to their Kan-tG- 1
county
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oavs
icaton by the emt,or or the paper more than- - most' people 'niw-r!- .
tae county on tne iirst inonaayigaa nome
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cation
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good
and
Kingjis,
.resting'
Falls, ,K.aa8,:i the Mr.
2 Cottonwood
complications :set in and Rojr0n.-will remain át' thé cóúrthouse
vote of the people. Witfe (:r
out
á
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;to
good chances of hid Mills
Considerably credit for the was too weak.to withstand the' rinff'
different as they. .V ;
, '
wedding an.recovery
strong democratic plurality in. siege that . was rtecoessary- for ' her 21st birthday came on or be- of im torty-eight- h
received
nothing
at the hands of,
v Vnv ftnil'
,; Vina.
Hardihff County is due the Oomi him to Dass thru. i. fore olectioh.'iia in 194S &. ha iuversary oi;tho latter-couplthe State Legislature, in the
iy inairmaa mr, d..: riocrsutsuu . ftir. Wood has oeen. in'iailimr sava he knows sh will Í A mn- - V'.f'VVV0Cunty Bill; neither "did she receit, erñt a
hr,vi.Vf
Vho
health for several ycarsd in
ve a single, nomination en thef
s anFb
months for the success of the 1917, underw-- nt a
"A
county ticket.
J:-he new comer i a ciecé of as this family; haii 'been T Very tryesheretand,thfey will hate. to
party,: lie ha spent his time tion from whW ie nve? fuHy
Both
parties
worked
for th
hear, that Mr. King happened to
wb ww;u,uuii Va.?1!?.; yrr"?
ana money taruout me campaign recovered. He was again ODeri- wt
County High School and most of
and has given both ungrudging- - ied upon about two weeks yo? extend congratulations to the therpast many years; ttiia dinner this serious accident and they
the candidaes worked ; fori the V
to the success of his party.
and at first'seemed to get along proud mother and "dad .
all hope for his speedy recovery. success of it, however theri was V:
iwaa given in their honor.' f:
Mr. Floerseim is a .worker
probably some few exceptions.
ana organiser ana ne saya i.LJ.
ni.
n
: Now that the people hav
Roy
and
made
decision,
their
the strong: prganizatiort tbe party
will do everything in, its power
L J I. ilf ..m Jt. Mm m
Mimno t
to make this a real school jfcown.
unturned that ' would produce
The fine $65,000 : High School,
votes and, when election .day
'
building which will be ,the home'
'
'
.'voten
' . ..
ow : the democratic
.
f the Harding High School will
TT u nnv
it'
i
wora ra i y in tu i
nui
ii
b rushed to completion and every modem facility. added. This
th county were, not vótedj Tues- in
fine building and equipment con;
18 class rooms1 besides
taining
The candidates who worked
will cost $70,00Q and
rooms
other
is
to
you
with him are proud of the achie
cent is paid by the Roy
every
no
vement of, their leader and
fMNNC wm
i.
pi
district and it will
the
doubt Mr.. Floersheim can rein
r,"s
i
county
one cent,"4' " '
main chairman of the Harding
Many new homes will be built
County Democratic Central com- single
mesh.
Roy to house the' additional
in
iiuiitit;
lung as ve wikiico.
families
that will move here for
iielow is the vote for Senator,
educational facilities. Some oí
Representative, Governor, Lieuthese homes will b built by owtenant Governór and county ofners while others will be built by
ficers, in Harding County.
investors to rent. Roy will unJones Demo. Senator 1100
dergo a phenominal growth in
Davis Republican Senator 900
the next few years and wü be-'
shipment
weeks
1030
of
Our last
Morrow. Demo. Repre.
town of 2,000 people in the
Repub.
Repre 979
Warren
EMBROIDERY
'
Royal
goods
Society
is
nearalmost
future.
WoolHinkle Demo. Governor 1082
boy
OUTFIT
PACKAGE
Now, everybody "behind the
Governor 934
Repnb.
Hill
gone but another shipment is on
Harding County, High School,
Mills;-niackinaW.'will
Baca Demo. Lt. Governor 993
'.,
the way,
let's make it the greatest CounGallegos Repub. Lt. Gov, 989
wearty High School in the State. Roy
vvintertari4
County Ticket. '
,
Start ..making' that Christmas
will do. her part, will you do
Repre .1037
Demo.
Drake
;
is
v:- 978
Repre.
ing
yo's ? '
present
Hrock Repub.
;
Martinez, D. Com. 1st Dis.1158
It looks like all the democrats
TrujilloRep. Com. IstDis. 841
197
and
then some moré turned out
Dis..l0(i2
OlliverDem. Com. 2nd
and voted in the. election last
Hyder Rep. Com. 2nd Dis. 935
Tuesday in every- state, county
Baca L. Dem. Com. 3rd Dis.1129
and precinct in the Union .
Dis.
Rep.
Com. 3rd
Baca J. M.
.
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552 votes was a fairly good record for Roy precinct. ; over one
foarth of the bounty. r Then
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COUNTY OF HARDING
is spending a few days with his I
A. B. Slusher.
family in Roy.
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working in
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T. A. Brown of the Brown- ,
Thompson- - Construction Co., is w. . H, Jordanand '
spending a few days with his- - a . 51 Jordan
family at Texico.
Defendants.
'
Wilson. Company, a
Ellis Abernathy and Gerald corporation,
Dodds came down from Dawson
Intervenor.
the first of the week to vota. No 100:
Both have jobs in the mining NOTICE: OF COMMISSIONER'S
town..
SALE
-

$

. i
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James

S. Christ man

Driller and Contractor

ROMANCES OF
EVERYDAY LIFE
Odd and Curious Notes in Daily

PrB

Everywhere

Washington, Nov. 8 . Swiss
insurance- companies have-.- ' increased their rates on women
risks as much as 15 per cent.
The reason; given is that short
skirts, high heels, and low necks
increase the liklihood of a wo
man falling, and hurting;; herself
or catching "pneumonia .
Michigan had a law which pro
hibited an : unnaturalized citize ;
from possessing firearms. The
State Supreme court said it was
;

-

unconstitutional on the ground !'
that it was not right to give a
."skunk a stronger weapon against
its enemies than a farmer might
possess against hawks and foxea
who steals chickens.
A Sioux City, Iowa, policemam
had a great deal of trouble witk .
whom
ai certain girl
he has arrested and warned time
andagaia. Finding his remon-stancof no avail, the officer
maxried her to reform, her;
Speeding is said to be on the
crease on the beats of marriage- -.
able policemen in Sioux City.

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts

Mrs. Mary Holmes and child
Under and by virtue of an or
ren came down from Dawson der of sale and decree of foreSunday and will spends-'- few closure issued out of the DisHOY. NEW MEXICO- days with relatives and friends trict Court of, the Eighth Judit
at Roy .
cial District of the State of New
Mexico, sitting, within and foi?
If you have a building to rent the County of Harding, on the.v
'ovar
or a iarm you wisn to nave 25th day of October A. D. 1922)
rented see Schultz & Johnson at in the above entitled cause,
theS. 'A. Office. Prices, reas wherein the intervenor, Wilson
Company, a corporation, obtainonable.
ed a judgement and decree of
Donald Upton came down Sat foreclosure, against the above
We have the only complete tract index to the Harding
urn
r
""i
urday
from Dawson, where he named plaintiff, A. B SlusEér,
County Records.
,
17 yan old,
Witletia.
named
above
defendants of Wisconsin! ilthoasJi Winrf and RELIGIOUS AND WORKS.
has been employed for the past and the
We have an experienced abstracter in charge of our
M. Jor
and
W.
H.
Jordan
AT IT
A.
deaf. Can- tctl! wolors by mm& and
few weeks, and will remain on
business.
remarkable
bear by (Joocfc.
Her
dan,
Six
Hundred
for
of
thesum
Canyon
La
for
ranch
his
Cinta
We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
w
4wKmrt4 whit
Forty-eigh- t,
A dollar and a. penny, met.
and! 89100, ($648;-89- ) ability
a while.
business.
ing, when, W told
ei
lr
penny bad a bright, cleaa
principal,,
attor.
and
The
interest,
by
soaMTIwt fbm. Shf lis
Our abstracts are approved by all loan companies oper-in- g
ten
fees,
to
ney's
sum
acev
andithe
of
but the dollar was dirty.
ooMcrt
Five
btt.
f
towitmt
if
in Harding County.
LIVE! STOCK JUDG
but proud.
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
ING CONTEST Dollars ($5) costs, the. undersigned commissioner was com"You think you. are gold, but
you. are only cheap brass," said
selL at public auction
to
manded
The students enrolled in cour
the dollar..
ses of vocational agriculture will in the manner prescribed by law,
ADVERTISING
all
and
those
The penny replied. "1 am what ,
certain
chatties
have an opportunity to display
personal
property
I
described
as
am
and claim to be no more. "
their knowledge of stock in a follows:
Advertising; has made tba Vic-dollar swelled up with
The
INCORPORATED AND BONDED
number of stock judging, contmla Dog famous.
pride
and
Mosquero,
said: "I am patriotic,
New Mexico.
One DeLaveL cream separa
tests which are soon to be stagAdvertisiiisr has run a Ford I am trustworthy,
the em-,
Wiltor purchased from the
ed in various parts of the state.
over
bit of dry blem of liberty onI have
my bosom.
9TBB5
One.
Co.,
son
International
Schools offering courses in
land ra the United States.
United States govera-meBuckeye farm truck with. .
Advertising is, carrying Pig- - and the
vocational agriculture are preplaced these words .oa .
has
drill.
row
bed,
one
oner
wheat
gjy Wiggly alt over the world. roa, 'In
paring for a number of district
God
We Trust'."
one Mammoth 14 disc wheat
stock judging: contests during
It has made the cash register Alter a little
doubt the penny
drill, one double row John
2 month of
a big brother to retailers all over answered: "I grant
November. The
you all that
Dere
team
of
one
Lister;,
tflewoxld.
Department of Vocational Edugo to church oftener thaa
but
I
years,
mares-four
old
one
to
world
cation has divided the state into
It has introduced the
you; do.
Dulttth News-Tri- b
dark bay and. one light bay,, a substitute for sole leather.
districts and the schools in these
une.
two
bay
light
has
white
feet
various districts will meet in com
it has displaced the truck horse
and dark bay branded 6 on:
truck .
with a
petition to) determine the best
Miss Arilla Spence. English
right jaw,, sound. weigjit
We are now prepared to test
stock judging; team in each dis
It. has. made tire hand written teacher in the Roy school, spent
1000
value
each,
about
lbs.
your eyes and fit glasses.
trict. The northern section is
letter an oddity jm business.
Saturday visiting friends i
about. $75A.QD, each,, One ten
Can furnish you any kind of
composed of the departments of
you to an appre bpnnger.
helped
It
has
rake-OMcCormick
hay
foot
glasses, or any corrective treatvocational! agriculture at Raton,
International. 16 disc ' ciation of Stetson hats Walk
ment for the eye yoa can get
Roy, Springer, Wheatland,
over, uougias and ianerson
Mr. Taylor and family of.
harrow.
any where.
and .Newton: the eastern
shoes.
Springer
One
withY
Bayne
wagon
visited at the R. E.
farm
4
section will, be .represented by
It. has put Manhattan shirts Alldridge home several days
box
spring
and
Five
seat.
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on your back; B. V. D's. next last week. ,.
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1
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and;
One
one
mare
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from
will
section
include
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Roy,
on it and Bevo in it.
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TRESPASS NOTICE
horse, both branded on left;
Alamogordo, Capitán and Lake
:
Supshoulder as. follows
It has put hair on heads where
Valley: Farmington, in. the north
M
posed to be JS
no hair wouM do any good and All tresspassing on the lands of
riiNwpiiiiui
western section, will have no
Three, bay mares, all bay
on heads where no! hair was neea Henry Garzina locate southwest
competition, in the district conof Roy whether for the purpose
unbranded,.
New
brought
to
ed.
test.
)f hunting or otherwise what-s- o
by
party
Mexico
of
the
first
your
put
Castoria down
It has
The winners, of these district
ever
part.
is strictly prohibited and
all bay filly two
One
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in
throat,
left
contests, will come together for a
ill such tresnas sers will be nrofl.
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eld,, unbranded, and
along
Rub
came
a
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and
then
state; contest in December and
cuted to the full extent of the
one three; year' old; filly,, all;
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the winning team of the state
bay,
by
unbranded,
'
raised
It has put Sozodont, Pebeco, law.
contest will ..represent he voca- - party of
Do not ask for permit.
part.
the
first
your
Pepaodont
on
and
teeth.
toinal schools of New Mexico at
Till VNIVIBSAl CAR
One three year old filly , sorHenry Garzina.
the. National Western Stock
It has put a Gillette against
rel; unbranded, raised by
Show at Denver in .Januáry.' The
your hayfield.
party of; the; first part. ,.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
r are about two hundred and fif One gray mare
It has put Murine in your
suckand
ty boys in the state enrolled in
ling colt,, unbranded; .sub eye, sold you Uuucure tor pimDepartment of the Interior.
departments of vocational agri
ject to an attachment by ples, Pears for the bath and
culture that are studying live
U.
Ivory
S. LAND OFFICE at. Clay
for
tub.
'TIRES AND ACCESSORIES
the
Dr. O. B. Moon.
stock. From this number each
TERMS ON FORD CARS
One half interest of party of
has put Arrow Collars ton. New Mexico. Oct . 1 2 1 922
It
school will select a team of three
NOTICE is hereby gjven that'.
DROP IN AND SEE US
around your neck and Ingersolls
the first part in the follow'
to enter the contests.
Demetrio
Garcia, of Roy, Hardr
You Cannot Afford to Not Own a Ford.
your
property:
ing
around
wrists. .
ing
County,
New, Mexico,, who,,
The State Department of
One DeLaval cream separaIt ha3 jammed your feet in
Education encourages
tor, one Buckeye InternaHoleproof Sox, put Paris Garters on December, 21st 1917, ana
competition in judging livestock
tional truck with bed
on your legs, and Tiffany rings January, 6th, 192l,.made Hom-steafor the purpose of offerings an
En try s No. 025670,
One two. row lister,
on your fingers.
and No. 027247,;
additional stimulus to those stuNew Mexico
One Mammoth fourteen disc
Sec.
It has stuck Robert Burns ci 20, SE14, Sec. 19,.
dents enrolled in animal husbanÑE.14,.
and.
wheat drill, One Internagars
your
worn
between
teeth,
oec. ou,
dry courses in order that they
tional sixteen disc harrow
out your jaws on Wrigley's and 26E, N.' íownsñip 1SN, Ranges
may bcome more proficient in
M.
Meridian, has.
One team of mares four
posted you on what to buy to filed notice OfP.
intpritinn tn malra.
the knowledge of livestock.
years old, one dark bay, one
care corns, warts, bunions and Final Three
' The stock judging team from
Year Proof, to eslight bay, light bay has ingrowing toe nails. '
tablish claim to the land above
Alamogordo, which represented
right hind and front feet
It has helped you to buy clo described, before. F.. IL Foster.
New Mexico at the Western
white, dark bay is branded
thes
and brought fame to Messrs U. S. CommisKiivnor , of Viia nf..
Stock Show at Denver last year,
as follows on left shoulder,
Atterbury,
Kruppenheimer, Harjt nee at Roy, New Mexico, on
competing
won first honors .
and also 6 on right jaw.
Marx, Old Man win aay 01 JN,ovember 1922L tht
and
bchaiiner
against the best teams of Colora
WHEREFORE, Public notice Styleplus
and a few Irishmen by
Claimant names as witnesses:
do, Wyoming and Nebraska is hereby given that on the 4th
New Mexico is out for another day of December A. D. 1922, the name of Rogers Peet and Vmcente C. Hp T?n
A. J. Smith..y VA
winning team.
at the hour of ten o'clock in the Hickory Freeman.
MUW(UUVi 4va- Go
anywhere
you
champs, all; of Roy New Mexico,
want,
any
do
forenoon of said day. at the
FOR SALE Several tons of front door of Citizen State Bank thing you wish, and advertiseing
of
i. H. Errett,
Register.
of Mills, in the Village of Mills, has a nana in it.
Millet, sell or cash only.
mile west 3 miles south of Mills. Harding County, State of New
,
1
P
John B . llantén. ' Mexico, I' will in obedience to And then you ask "Don't AdGRAHAM FLOUR
FOR SALE
said order and decree of fore- vertising Pay?"
ATeam of Good Mules, Term
closure sell the above described
BASKET BALL GAMES
chattels and personal property to
1 mtU&'
the' highest and best bidder in
Vip''J SP.T 'SM
toSHOP.
HOT ANDv
cash therefer, or sufficient'there Double Header
.THEY L'CE TH5lá v
With Springer. Cora
TAMPER;)f to satisfy said judgement, toAt Me&a
Elevator
7.
The Roy High School iGirl's onable, and fodder for sale reas10
gether with interest .to date of and Boys' Basket Ball
Roy,
teams will or 4 miles miles north
i
sale, which said interest will on play
east
of
Mills.
Springer teams on the
said date amount- - to the sum of local the
M. J. StJvensen
grounds near the Lucero
Five and 45100 ($5.45) and the Hall
next Saturday afternoon at Cleaning and
FOR SALE Team of mules,
The Domestic Science girls
costs of suit and of sale.
pressing done by
3 o'clock.
Everybody invited.
expert workman; also dyeing
Dated at Mills, New Mexico, Come out and root for your
ge 7 years, weight 2,300, good will have a candy sale oa at tye
home and other ailv
this 31st day of October A. D teams as they need your support
n.i.
.walkers. Price $300. ,
wuik.
ball games Saturday : " Everyiiwtion guaranteed.
1922.
Mrs E.
C. H. Welch,,
Jruesdale, Just across the street
sweeten up a little and help
body
Boyd;
L.
II.
you
have
any
If
real
estate
Mills, N. M.
rom the school building.
Commissioner Appointed by property on the mesa to be lookthe girls out.
8
, ed after, Write or see
.tf
..
said Court.
Schult?
They have added
CRAMPTON, PHILLDPS & DAR Johnson.
F . U. IlHghes of Sola was
,
To get results but your ati in
DEN, attorneys for Intervenor this line of work to their real
To get results but your ad ia
a)ng
the Roy visitors la$t Mo
estate and loan business.
Raton, New Mexico.
-.
tfie Syanish- - American.
day and' Tuesday.
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The story is told of a banker who
suffered' the loss of one eye and had
Infants and Children.
LOOMS A3 a.. glass substitute made. The glass
ANOTHER RUPTURE
BCLLANS
eye was wonderfully, fashioned, so
POWERS REFUSE TO QUIT
Hot
much so that the wearer was satisTURKISH CAPITAL.
fied na oue could tell It from - a real
Relief
organ. A day or so after he began
According to reports New Mexico
wearing It a customer of the bank
won first place In the big wheat exsought a loan, but the banker was
hibit held In Wichita, for an
254 end 754 Packages. Evfirvwhena
KEMAL ASSUMES POWER not quite satisfied with the collatexhibit.
eral. After much persuasion from the
Celora M. Stoddard of Phoenix,
would-b- e
borrower, the banker said:
state commander of the American Le"I will make you a sporting prop
toítheSlwnorfcalBwwí
gion, will be the principal speaker at
MARCHING STUDENTS
STORM osition. If you can tell which of my
the armistice day celebration In
eyes Is glass, I will make yon the
SULTAN'S PALACE AND
loan."
SEEK REPUBLIC.
Five hundred and forty babies, 279
"That's easy," replied the other.
girls and 261 boys, were born in Ariy
your left eye."
"It's
September,
zona
according
to
during
Bright eyes, a clear skin and
"How do you know?" asked the
Constantinople!
body fuH of youth and health may the birth records of the state board
minis
Sultan's
The
banker.
try has resigned and Rafet Pasha,
be yours if you will keep your of health.
"It is the more sympathetic of the
The National Bank of Gallup, N. M., representative of the Angora Nation- two," responded the borrower. Wall
system in order by taking
which has been in operation for the
alist government, has assumed power. Street Journal.
past year and a half, last week had its
He Issued a manifesto which declared
name changed to the First National
Blrtha and Deaths in England.
that' from noon Nov. 4 the administraBank of Gallup.
The report of the registrar general
assembly
great
of
tion
the
of
national
The quarantine that has been in efHAARLEM OIL
for England and Wales for 1920, just
fect for many months requiring all cat- Turkey is established at Constanti Issued, shows the highest marriage
a
tle entering Arizona from New Mex- nople. There seemed danger for a rate ye recorded 20.2 per one thouThe world's standard remedy for kidney, ico to be dipped under veterinary su- time that the radical forces would sand of population; the highest birth
liver, bladder and uric add troubl, the
pervision, has just recently been mod- gain the upper hand. The Sultan was rate since 190025.5 per one thousand ;
anemias of liia and looks. In usa sinca
ified.
denounced, together with the monar- and the highest natural increase by
1696. All druggists, threa sises.
John C. Dunbar,, publisher of a chy, and Mustapha Kemal Pasha was births over deaths of any "period ever
Leak for the neme Cold Made! ea evety
Phoenix weekly newspaper, was found acclaimed as "our President." It be recorded In the history of the country.
bos end accept no hnfcertoa
0
not guilty on a charge of criminal came necessary to throw guards of England and Wales added almost
Where Marks Are Easy,
to their population by natural in
libel by a jury In Judge B. C. Stan- troops
palace,
rtoOMBSSCoWB
Sultan's
around
the
Departing New Yorker I'll be glad ford's division of the Maricopa county
crease during this year. The number
now
VI,
Mohammed
which
within
topsy-turvland.
get
out
to
of this
superior court
of deaths was the lowest since 1802,
caliph only, is spending fearful hours. when the population was half that of
One of my chauffeurs has bought a
Old Ranch Inn, the popular
The
i'.Wiaii
smut
German castle. Slmpllcisslmus (Mu- summer resort of Watrous, N. M., has
The Turks have torn up the Mu- - 1920. The Living Age.
Aa
nich).
I
closed after one of the most success dania convention and gendarmes are
Bobby's Wish.
ful seasons In history. Several sum moving Into areas known as neutral.
"Oh dear !" grumbled Bobby when or
mer homes are to be erected near the
Turkish Nationalist gendarmes are
to get busy with the soap. "I
dered
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
thk exaraua ooaimnr. new roan em,
Inn next year.
advancing Into the British Chanak
was
clock."
The new high school building at area. The Kemalists have established Just wish I you a
'Why do
wish that?" his mother
Hlllsboro, N. M., has been completed
an administration at Berjas.
Baby Carriages OFumitun
asked.
and will be occupied by the first of
" 'Cause I wouldn't have to wash my
Hamid Bey, representative of the
the month. The enrollment this year
face and hands then," explained the
Ask Your Local Dealer
is the largest In the history of the Angora government, in a note to the youngster. Boston
Evening Tran
entente powers, demands withdrawal
school.
script.
WriteNow
W. F. Lewis, business man of San of the allied troops from Constanti
Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
Simon, reports that the residents of nople.
32-PaIf we have good brains are we grate
for
tnen tatce otó ior a iew nignts aiier. i ney
As yet Mohanjmed VI has given no ful enough to Providence or are we
the northern Cochise county farming
cleanse your system of all waste matter and
Illuscenter are at present engaged in boost evidence of conforming to the deter vain?
Regulate Your Bowels. .Mild as easy to
ing for a road leading north from San mination of the new eovernment to
trated
take aS SUgar. Genuine bear signature
Simon to Duncan.
rid Turkey of the high office of Sul-to
woman
a
wants
Perhaps
cheat
A
popu
developing
but
quickly
Booklet
ttun,
the
A new industry, which It Is believed
Small PilL Small Dose. Small Price.
the custom house because It might get
will grow rapidly In the next few lar movement may soon compel him, a head start and cheat her.
years, was begun In San Miguel coun with the loss of his chiefs, to accept
ty, N. M., when ten cars of sugar beets the inevitable.
were shipped to the Holly Sugar com
Students marched against the pal
The Lloyd Manufacturing Company
C.)
pany of Colorado.
ace and riotous mobs engaged In such
Dept. E
PUTNAM FADELESS DYES
Construction of the big dam at Red manifestations that It became neces
Menominee, Michigan
16)
on
to
police
Mexico-Texafire
sary
s
allied
the
for
New
Bluff, near the
Do Dreams Come True?
INSISTED ON 'PEP' IN SCHOOL PLAYQROUND
state line, will cost nearly $2,000,000 them, several of the Turks being killed IF TRUTH WERE
A southern Indiana man a few eveand the capacity will be over 300,000 or wounded.
nings ago went Into a drug store In
acre foet, according to the report of - The government authorities Issued Some of the Remarks That Would Be Authority Makes Plea for Games That his town and bought a quart of red
Are Characterized by Energy
Made About That Proudly
engineers.
whisky, "the kind we used to get,"
orders that all disturbances should be
Photograph.
. .
.and Vim.
high
allied
rigorously
put
down.
The
being fortunate In getting one of two
charge
of the rais
The committee In
"
quarts the druggist had. The latter
ing of funds for the building of the commissioners accepted the new re
"This isn't a very good picture of
"Jellyfish gymnastics, or stupid, silly
asserted he was going to keep the secrailroad from the San Juan valley to gime and there was nothing left for you, Helen. You- don't usually look games, played
lithave
ond quart for his own use.
Gallup, reports that over $3,500,000 In the sultan's ministry but resignation.
develphysical
so
proper
In
the
tle place
from the drug
Tewfik Pasha, the grand vizier, real
The buyer stole
land subscriptions has been set aside
I
perA
"My, how this flatters you
opment of the growing child," declares
mentally dehis
package,
izlng that his power had disappeared,
with
store
for the road.
son might be led to think you're real- Dr. E. Blanche Sterling, acting assistrepresen
should
messages
share his
the
he
to
whether
bating
dispatched
Navajo City, the newest town in
to judge from this."
ant surgeon, United States public prize with friends. After several mova ly
New Mexico, has been launched on the tatives of the sublime porte In the
much
pose
'If you had held that
health service, In commenting on the
came to his deciShlprock rood, twenty miles west of rious capitals to transfer their ar longer you'd have had a nervous break- health of school children. In planning ments of anxiety he
should ever
one
himself
but
No
of
the
representatives
sion.
to
the
chives
Farmlngton. The new location Is the
down. That photographer should have exercise with a view to the promo- taste a drop of the precious liquid.
nearest possible townsite to the Mid- Angora government.
known better.".
.
tion of good posture, she suggests
Then the baby cried and he woke
All the Turkish newspapers in their , "The man who took this picture they should be simple and vigorous
west company's oil field and will do
Indianapolis News.
up.
on
favorably
the
comment
much to boost the fle.'d after the town editorials
ought to build up a heavy business. and full of energy and vim.
fc.
Wa need thousands of
Angora government to He certainly knows how to make age
of
the
decision
out.
is
laid
canFox. Weasel.
The posture of school children
Religious Exercise.
HJgu prlcei guaranteed, writs umay to
disappear, doesn't he?"
E. A. Rogers, pioneer resident of abolish the sultanate.
not, however, be said to depend chiefly
Two shipwrecked sailors were on a
memorable
pic- on any one condition, she holds. Deyour
says
the
always
you
that
have
"Why
Vart
do
The
owner
for
Courier
the
of
and
Prescott
'
island. They were utterly mis1
40 years, died at his home In Prescott
date of Nov. 2. makes the situation ture taken in profile? You've got a fective vision, adenoids and bad tonsils desert pinched with hunger and cold.
erable,
for
horizons
up
to
say
opens
hew
very' ordinary nose,
the least." tend to have a bad effect on the child's
after a short Illness. Mr. Rogers, who clear and
The one more wretched than the
"Too bad you don't smile like this posture.
was 68 years old, had retired from both the Turkish nation and the Mos
Where hygienic, conditions
other said to his companion : "Can you
sovereignty
world:
adds
1,
that
otherwise."
lem
January
It
work
newspaper
In a school are not the best there Is pray, Bill?"
41 Years active
Sun.
York
and
away
belong
nation
to
the
'."New
"Take It
hereafter will
1920, selling his interest in the Courier
an Increase of poor posture. Good
I
'
The World's Leading
"No.".
"will not be utilized for a corrupt ab
at that time.
nutrition Is a contributing factor, to
hymn?"
sing
you
a
"Can
Camel's Peculiarity.
good posture, but by no means an InAt a meeting of a large number of solutist clique, but for the
"No."
The camel cannot swim. The moment dispensable condition. Condition of the
bigger catch guaranteed. State kind
sportsmen In the vicinity of Gal- and prosperity of the present popula
the
"Well," said the first, "let's have
footing In running water teeth, she claims, has no effect Dots
Its
wanted. Per can- OO
It
loses
tion."
41
game
protective
of the
something religious; let's have a colScans for $2.60.
ÍFutH lup a branch New
no
makes
effort
side
and
on
Its
turns
It
American
on
a
findings
or
based
are
allied
tor Sterling's
Mexico was formed
The landing of
association of
FUNSTEN BROS. & CO.
lection." Boston Transcript.
to save Itself from drowning.
study of three elementary schools at
ST. LOUIS, MO.
12 Fnmten Bldg.
with some of the llvest wires In the sailors on warships will not be perBedford, Ind.
county as leaders. T. F. Smalling, lo- mitted unless by special permission of
The JDealer.
At Last.
Tills ancal banker, was elected president of the Angora government.
"Then you approve of women wearanywaiting
always
did
was
"He
addiA Year's Wear
the association and the other officers nouncement Is made In one of
The secret of "success Is constancy ing pants as well as skirts?"
thing finally turn up for him?".
or a New Pair Free
are all workers for the betterment of tional notes which Hamid Bey handed
''Why not If I can sell .both?" .
purpose. Beaconsfield
of
toes
did."
yes
his
"Oh.
That's our guarantee of
to the allied commissioners.
the game conditions.
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Announcement has been made at
Phoenix of the affiliation of the Amer
ican Woman s Overseas League, a
Phoenix organization composed of ex- Suspenderá
.lf f fiB service women who served overseas
No rubber. Phosphor Bronte,
spring gle more, easier
during the World War with the Worn
and luting itretc.1l ana
never rot. Aieeye
eri's Overseas Service League, the na
flimiMnaera,-l5o:- i
Qrten,JOoHopBupport.5
tlonal organization of overseas women.
oc
i. v.a I ,jlpr
deal.
heen't them, eend direct giving
The Arizona state board of registratoo
wMIm
r nuu. boon mihiuiii
L
J
u w
ion1 for engineers has decided to join
jSw Tier.
Adrian. Mich.
the national council of the s'tate board
of engineers and examiners. This
move will make it possible for any
Arizona registered engineer to obtain
a reciprocity certificate In any state
Itf which a fÉimllar board Is organized
"Vaseline" Petroleum Jelly bene-without the requirement of additional
bruises,
fits all bumpi, sorei,
examinations.
and
chafed
tb,n.
bUsteri, cuts
; A;. B. McMlllen, whose attorney .de
Never be without a bottle of it in
the home. It's safe, always effecmanded of the jury in his libel suit
tive and costs but a trifle.
against Carl Mngee, at Albuquerque,
CHEJIBHOUCH MANUFACTURING CO.
ttrat It. set a figure on the value of the
tcouoiiiutxu
MtwTark
ItuiltraM
reputation of his client, is dissatisfied
hi&ith the Jury's instructed award of
bné dollar. Mr. McMIllen asked dam-- v
ages' of $50,000, the jury falling by
$40,009 to reach the figure asked. Mr,
McMIllen has 'filed a motion asking
that" the verdict be set aside and a new
trial granted. Toward Dlllmán of Phoenix was In
stantly killed near Benson, Ariz., when
his' racing car that Dlllman was pilot
.race
Ing.over the Douglas-Phoenicourse, crashed Into a touring car,
Ref. U.S. Pat Off.
overturned and was demolished. Joe
Petroleum Jelly
Diaz, also of Phoenix, mechanician for
Dlllman, sustained a deep gash In his
head and minor bruises.
orar, win, strargir
Eastbound Santa Fe passenger train
kalr makes people
14. It Vo. 10 collided with a string of three
ver
LOOK OLD? look
a
last rjeceeearjr
bottle of
Ealr dght locomotives, wsetbound without
Color Keatorer will bring' back original eolor
load on a curve a half mile east of
ameklr atope oanaran., At an gooa aragtrtsta,
OimIiIi. miIIi. Tees.
o, or direct from
Klncman a few days ago. None of the
passengers or crew was seriously hurt
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

natf
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sun-bur- n,
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U S. Shows Employment Gain.
Washington.
Colorado and its pgin
clpul cities are shown by the monthly
report on the United States employment service for October, to be in line
with the rest of the country In re
porting increased employment. A great
revival of Industry Is indicated in ev
ery section of the nation. Twelve of
the fourteen major Industrial groups
report greatly increased employment
for October, one of the other two re
ports a decrease.

Americana Killed in Steamer Explosion
Several persons are
Mexico City
renorted dead or Injured" in, conse
queñee of an. explosion on board the
American steamer Mexico at lamplco,
aovo a ilinnli tph. No details are eivea
in the dispatch, except the statement
that a tank' "6f ammonia exploded.
.

.

.

Steamers Loaded With Refugees Sink.
Tokio. One hundred and tiiirty-five
liidivostoK
Russian refugees.", frtau
were drowned when two steamers iourv
dered. according, tn- a- dispatch,,. Only
two "persons.", w.er.sajedj'tlie report
,.
stated.

,
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people keep on
year,
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the food that enrichp.the blood, and
builds sound, healthy bodies,

v
health from food thát'haábeen robbed ;;
is made from whole
of certain elements. required for .per- ' Grape-Nut- s
fect nutrition.
wheat flour and malted barley baked
for 20 hours, which developsrthe natIf your food doesn't contain the ural richness of the grains and makes
mineral properties that jgo to build up
'
for ready digestibility.'
;
..
nerver tooth; á'Kd bonfe."structure, then
by
get.
which
ypu.can
is no other means
"is perfectly delAnd Grape-Nut- s
these vital elements.
iciousserved with' milk' or cream, or
' '
.
Xhis. is one reason
tu many made bto an appetizing pudding for
'
'
people eat Grape-Nut- s
dinner.
,

I

''

-

;

,hy

well-inform-

from your grocer
Get a package of Grape-Ñút- s
today, and give the family a help to health.
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Two Die in Wyoming Wreck.
Laramie. Running through a blind
ing Snowstorm, the first section of
Union Pacific passenger train Jso. o,
drawn by two locomotives, crashed
Into the rear of a freight train a few
days ago one mile west of Burord ana
thirtv miles east of Laramie. L. L,
Groth of Denver, a flagman, was killed
Instantly and G. D. Collinwood of
Oklahoma City, fireman on the front
locomotive of the passenger train, was
so badly scalded that he died three
hours later.

.

Grape'Nuts
the Body Builder
Postura Cereal Co. , loo.
Battle Creek, Mich.
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little daughter were visitors in the patronage the public gave, Í Lois Bazzill Geoigiá Bowmoh, Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
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the people, are behind us in our Evelyn Judy, Vernie Laumbach,
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report.
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matter at the post office iñ Roy, N. M.
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Oklahoma, enrolled in the fourth very pleasant and interested vis- Russel Holtei-man-'
Nov.9. SponsorSanta Fe, Nov. 7. Governor - Washington,
í
.
.
Schum
of
algebra
Mr.
Bazzill's
itor
i
Clarence
i
grade this week.
following
.uaucauon,
oí
ed by the Jáureau
Mechem has issued the
Come again, 7s
All Other Grades.
Lois Ballard was absent from class Monday.
the National Education AssociaArmistice Day proclamation :
Coia,
always
Cooke.
Bazzill,
fie
';'Cathari.ne
Bro.
Ef
Visitors
are
of
account
school Monday on
Ar- tion and the American Legion,
of
anniversary,
í
fifth
"The
welcome,.
,,.
Eva. Cole, Robert "Elder, Deesie
...
weak eyes.
a drive to assist educators, and
Tuesday morning on their way Gilstrap, Murl Johnson, Nellie mistice day occurs next SaturMr. Williams and Miss Dollie
year
means and methods-wil-l
Last
11.
educational
November
day,
Brown were pleasant visitors in to school Fred and Edward put Kitchell, Alida Laumbach; Joyce
decongress
in December
conducted
be
and
president
the
Luel-la
the seventh grade room Tuesday on a little free show for the pu- Laumbach, Leola Mahoney
holi
to
legal
the ninth of
second
11
a
from the
pils in Mr. Mitchell's truck.
Pendleton, Aliena . Pendleton, clared November
ai'ternoo .
- ; the month
of the
mourn
Governors
nation
whole
and
the
day
The seventh grade have had Wednesday morning Fred; Ed- Clifford Rhyne, Joseph Rhyne, ed at the graves ol tne unknown states and the people in the
tests in New Mexico History and ward and Prof, put on another John Scott, Edith Wade, Fay soldiers buried that day at Arl- - states are to bewailed to action
lhe tittle show.. Somehow the pro- Wilkinson, Alice Wright, Aurel ington. national cemetery witnjm favoi' oí education by a
Agriculture this week.
'
fessor always manages to jjst in Young, Lucile Purcell, Hatie Car
100.
grades range from 36 to
solemn dignity and 'idential proclamation, according;
tér and Ruth Pritz.
The seventh grade will render for his share of the 1'un.
ceremony the world has ever' to plans made' public by the Hon.
another, program Friday., afterwitnessed.
J. J. Tigert, Commissioner of
DE HAVEN
noon November 7th .
11, 1918, as we Education.
Each day of the
"On
November
MONTHLY
TEACHERS'
The seventh grade is improvanú
CarHeaüi
Rankens
deWx:
campaign':'
was
'
to be dedicated to
all.
recall,
is
armistice
an
REPORT
r :.
ing very much in drawing. ...
na- some one, particular eduational
ter and families, Clyde Smith
warring
the
Lee has a new way of spelling
were in Mos- tions of the world, and our So- work.
,
Roy Public School district Np. and several others
"Columbus." He says there are
Thursday ldiers', sailors, marine with a sigh
Thursday
and
quero
hoped
for
results
of
One
the
3
County,
New
Mexico.
Harding
not enough letters in the word.
All report á fine time of gratitude threw down their im
evening.
from the .'drive is an increased,
Month commencing October 2, oh
'
-- Teacher: ."What is made from
Mosquero's' big day .
pliments of warfare and turned public consciousness of the need
1922, month ending October. 27,
whale bone?"
boys are new their ''faces eagerly toward home
; The Apadoco
of more money spent on schools.
1922.
'Frank': .".Corsets."'.
scholors this week át school .
and peace.
Speaking: of this, 'Dr .Frank.
Compulsory.
of
Enrollment
enrollment
grade
'The fifth
'
Albert Heath returned home
'
day Ballou. Superintendent of
"This hrst
Age.
School
has1" decreased, to thirteen',
v.
Thursday ;añd 'sayá he secured a
Male 101,; Female 103; Total good position for the winter. meant 'a temporary cessation of schools in the Nation's Capital,
Evelyn Bruce was absent from
iiuobijii.ic;o, uut co viiii
."
says :
orí .204...
schooL Monday and
He will leavVfor same at once. t mvesis li.seu moi anu muie
'" '
Enrollment."
"The financial resources pro... Rea Smitn"and 'JÓ2 Baca were with the meaning of permanent
Male 118; FemalelSO;
Total
vided for pü'blic education are
We," the eighth grade, had anSunday.;
visitors
psace,' and it importance to the
'
:
other friendly visitor this week, 248.
Mr. and lrs ' Leeland Dick nation stands oüt clear cot and not sufficient to do more than
'
Days
Total
Attendance
a beautiful blue and white cat. '
will make' their home in Colorado significant. This day bings back maintain the educational standMale Í85I , Female 2207, To
ards existing before the war.
Roy Self triad to make it read,
for the winter and, perhaps long- to us vividly th supreme sacri- - mi.
iJj j i.: i con
of
days
tal
táur
Number
405$;.
nit; war icveuieu
"specks"
said
euucaiioiiai
but he
it left its
er.'' Weare sorry' to see these
20ght
at. home', ;.
folks" leave,', they are our loss
Average Daily Attendancei . i
Guadalupe Sandóvol was ab.1
.j. it. imi-;i - 1IUUldVlUllO ilI UUUlLti CUUVXtllUM.
and some one elses gain .
narusiups vi
uie
Male
,rhíra r- a lwt)1
92.55; Female 110,35; Mrs. C. Campbell is proud tne great
ar tllof
missed
having
Monday
'
he
sent
snrvivpH.
u'hrv
linns
hroifi
thf
&. ; Number recita-ticms
Total
202.
war are
daught
the truck.
new
now
a
has
she
a'nd
that
t
servics of nurss
dailyllS, numbfer tardy 222 er.in-lawpub
;;
Clarence Shum is rejoicing over
son Htoy was lat th bedside of the Wounded
Her
S6
absent
tardy
number
nor
neither
lic
now
through
schools
our.
in
of
made
grade
lady
a
he
young
th fact that
of and dying : Th$ day therefore,
married to a finé
100 in his English test Friday."" 154, number of children in each Pasemonte
(Miss ..Cair). last should be kept áacredv year, by reducéd educational ' opportunigrade,-yea'
'
or reader: Primary week i The bride and groom vis
ties for them .
Mrs . Guy Anderson "and daugh
year
in
cominemoration
these
of
29,
'third
20,
.27,
second 27,
first
"The last Federal census show
ter, Irene, were eighth grade visited at . the C. C- -: Campbell sacrifices,' ad weli as by célébrát-fourth 21, fifth '18, sixth 24, home.vM'v-''-.ed
there were ;431,905 . illiteritors last Friday afternoon.
;
(,
,.;
ing the victory of American ates in the
'"
United States. Of
Woods and Mr. aras.1 '
Guy Wadé was ' absent ' from seventh 19, eighth 18, ninth 26,
C.'C.
.Mr.
;
!;:ri these. 3,084,748
"4,
were native
jSansburry of Roy. were in .this
school "Monday morning, he hav- tenth 11, eleventh 4" twelth
L
C.
"Now,
therefore,
Merritt
.'' These figures are.not so
born.
ing td: Substitute as blacksmith total 248, Numbers of Children community Wednesday.;
Mechem; governor of the; state
in .classes pf i, Agriculture 11,
in the absence of his father .
,Mr. Lejich and Mr Sansbury of New, Mexico, do hereby pro- much an evidénce of failure toDomestic
19vScience
'Drawing
eighth-gradpupils have
Mr. Verhons1 Sun claim Saturday1 November 11, do well: what the sehóol system
' were out to
:
''
undertook to do, but rather failday.
the study of nouns. eight grades'.
.4
1922, a legal holiday in the state
ure to make the educational sysIf ajjjLólybu are in doubt as how
was a county of New Mexico.
t Jack; Vernon
tem as comprehensive as it
the plurals of some ..nouns are The following pupils were seat visitor Thursday
"I respectfully 'urge and recom
formed you may refer to the fol- neither absent nor tardy last Mrs. Vernon who has been on mend that the day be kept in a ought to .be "
lowing' article which was copied nonth, and are entitled to at- the sick, list for a while is re spirit consistent-witits meantendance certificates offered by ported some better, v
by one of the pupils:
J. J. Ernngtoa, undertaker
ing: that the Apiericart Legion
our county superintendent,'
uaiiegos take charire of the ceremonies. from Raton was in Roy W'ednes
Mr . and Mrs , tí
QUEER LANGUAGE
had the misfortune of loosing that all churches, lodges, schools day evening
Primary Grade.
Leuella Benson, fay Farris, their infant child last week . It social and civicy organizations,
We'll begin with a box, and the
"'Gimnig, Oneta Neal, was brought out here from Roy labor and unions,1 brotherhoods i The town was filled with peoVernéttá
plural is boxes,
Weisdorfer,
Olive
Helen Weath- and burried.
and patriotic associations assist ple all day Tuesday and at least
But the plural of ox is not
Mr. Uanuto Gonzales was in in preparing suitable programs 90 to 95 percent of the Roy preerill,
Ansel
Blunk,
Amos
Butler,
oxes.
Roy Thursday. Mr. Gonzales for the day, and that all business cinct was
voted.
Then one fowel is goose, but two Albert Emerson, Delbert ' Far is in very bad
health at present, e's be' suspended as far as posiley
.Eldrid
Floed.
,
,
are called geese,
,
but seems some better than he ble.'I
First Grade.
The S. A. received a fine fireYet the plural of mouse should
was.
Manuel
Baca,
Baca,
Lindro
'"Done at the executive office proof safe from the Goldenberg
never be meese.
: Mr. Rill Heath is busy trying
'
this the 6th day !of November, Co.. of Tucumcari last Thnrsdav
You may find a lone mouse or a Lee Courtney, Clarinel Drinnon
to get his fine new house in con- 1922.
Raymond
Roy,
Dorothy
Farley,
The safe is a dandy and weighs
;
whole lot of mice,
"
dition so .that they.' may, move
"Witness my hand and the 3,500 pounds and not only conBut the plural of house is liugh' Gray, Petrita Gallegos;
Jenette Gilstiap,, Helen ', Farris, into it. ..
great seal of the state of New tains compartments for books
house, not hice."
Mr and Mrs. Boarts visited Mexico.
Dorothy
and.
Anderson
Delbert
hilt ftlsn' a niimhiiv nf
inrfiviliia!
of;
plural
always
is
man
If the
Wi iUUIIIMHIH
thelleaths" Sunday
Nugen-.- ' '
deposit boxes' ;';.. :'4
Merritt C. Mechem,
.,
called men , '.
Don't forget the school enter--;
..
' Second. Grade '. plural of .j :
; j Why shouldn't,
box supper at the
tainnieht
'Anderson Lysfe, Atencia Cho--n- DeHavén and
pan be called pen ?
school
housé Novem "HOME OF SCIENCE IN 1
Vaug
BtTiCg Evelyn, Choate
Cow in the plural may be cow or
All
bring
AMERICA" STARTED Üíievcá haíip Hems
ber
29h.
welcome,
hah,' Goartney Floyd,"- Deubler
kme,
your boxes and have a good time.
But a bow if repeated is never John, Deubler Marvin, Fulbright - Little Gilbert Bradley is visit- Million Dollar Baüding in NaV'V---r
non
Capitaj
Begun.
'
Mahoney
Alfred, Kennard Grace,
called bine,
jnether
DellaVen
ing
at
his
this
Washingtonv.Nóv . 9Then;Nat vt,And the plural of vow is vows; Dorothy,' Smith; Normav. West week.
'
: V:
V ;'
ional Academy of Science char
Teresita," Salamon Frank, Elliot
not vine
Mr.' and Mr4. Carter spent tered by Congress m 1863 ás án
I speák' of a'fóot: yóu rilay WiJ)ian) WMaesta Aída
night at the Siple Ha- - advisor to" the Goverament,
Thursday
' '. ' ' iftjMurade
has
show me your feet.
laidjthe cbmér spne of its new
But if I give you a boot would a pnál; flood; Sytester
smpie or iscience, which is to
x.vetta Anérsen, ttu Youajf-- i
Pair be called tíeétt" :
ROY
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Hon John Morrow who was
Elected to Congress in Tuesday's,'
Election.

J. A. Irvine and daughter,
were

Maxine,

visiting: with

friends in Abbott Wednesday.
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Flapper's Farewell
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just-finishe-

The Flapper i gone. She said she
wouldn't wear long skirts still here
she is, wearing it and looking very
charming in a new rich blue,
wolf
duvetyn trimmed w
fur, and all topped with h canary yelroses.
low hat trimmed with
hand-paint-

.

,
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;
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Editor Johnson of the S.A.
a telegram Friday afternoon advising that the funeral of ,R.S. Wood will be held

received

at 2.30 P.M. Satura., afternoon at Cottonwood Falls, Cans
C.A

Smith , manager of the

.

Wilson Co, stores was down from Mills on business Friday.
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' - 'setis-'teeth
Why Bhouldn't ,' the'; i3Íüral

The Radiophone brings;
into your very;hope,alltie
entertainment i'ifrdt
advantages thywould,
get if you resided'! in the
larger dties.: íligh class
musical prograSsl.newttop
ics of the á&jj'.$mié ,rer'
ports and many other
things of ppttóídv-iHtéreáare enjoyed eaeh.7Bight
those who ,arr$ líe ovfriera
of a radioy receiving set v.
For those who. do :'not
want , to pla0e! ;a large J
t'

tuuuuuv ui wivrjey,
we would adf3f;:

BUILD

bi

8
,

YÓÜRtiWn

It is really .:veryj simple
to do. We get ?Ah'e parts
for

:Rutfiv'LbhvV

within.the.year.
tmpleted'"
l'Jíit
lll.ii'j!

OpiL

frit,

you and show ypu 4iow

'
to construct the, set
For full particulars, drop
a card to or call on

Ani'rsoa Battery Co.

:?
1

booth 'i)e

f

teeth

John Weisdóífí

of

these.-4-
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i.,TJiaillaír Jthe
'ift';--
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te

.

ly, Fanoes
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BoTKm&ni

Jltóunibíich. jGeáge
Ifenfiíd iinsticevVLp'uiá

.

.Ttf

,Jamiai''-''aftlei-

'

first

of.

-

Lincoln
D , jC,,,

the and will not only provide a horné

WV

and Mrs McKee and Yar ing exhibit, of matters scienmc
y which' the májójity of people caíí
ínptoréct'tój ''Mills lát8'"Sün-da'
'
never Know except irom books.
'busirtfesj8..,:
:'
';
'on
It is Wanned to have Fáu-draw ' to MillH' sSundav eveninsr caült'samoÜáe(xpveriment, mak- iiig Yisiijie ,wie. rwuiuon oi me
to attend reltMbus- servicé.
by the deflection of along
Afcuíar has ; 'moved hiá earth
jit,. 'J.'.!
m .sum penod, con- pnsWdgód.3í Wolfdxíwheré .panquíura
santly'f qn exhibit, tó show' a
''i1
.camera image
',. Dim tloersteto '. of HJáritas greatly enlarge
of
way
the
a
that
liánch'jwastrjairisactiftg business
Titori mayee, the : sun spots
Wfe are'., glad ito acknowledge nofby'picture Wit'in' nature, and
holidays' this month and the to exhibit other physical, chem
ical, and electrical exnenments
factstores closed all day . , so.
that the sightseerf may. know
.Mr. and Mrs. Bruce MoVer
i
at
fm tiMd some-fc- thé "élabí
were '.in toní'Tue'8d!áy to lóte:"
Abbott really, seemed like a city orate demonstrationar usually on
'
ly available through college lab
with so inajiy cars.
V,
oratories.'
arid
daugh
Marter,"
tCavl Fish
The million dollars the build
tha; were shopping late Monday .
Mrs. C."-- McColpin and child- ing is to cost has been 'raised
ren drove down" from Colfax entirely by voluntary contribuearly Tuesday to visit with tions by scientific men and wo
The uneven hm fá
men and those who believe in. the this new Poiret coat
friends.
It it buckled
the side, tied from the back and
John Bauler spent Saturday application of the science as the i?on embroidered
with red and black
night and Sunday at his country truest and most important
U i atyjishly

W.

ouuuiu
piurtu ui xttB av
'
nicknamed kisses '' - ' '
Then one may bethat-ahthree
'
may be those,'
Yet hat in the pluralf should

and'hef pacing me oeauuiui
Tripiette, attended Memorial in Wash;ingt9

Plonia Knedler
mother1. Mrs

If the' singular is this and thé
DHirai i

sRaleigh Camjb:

Bell,';

.

tne puiiqjnjwuroccupy grounds

--

-

$te plural xf 'cat is ;., cats,
not cose, t
Roya
We speak of a:bróther aid áláo jorie
KtRhs;e
'
Eth0l
"of bitthern;
; '' -

And
'(!

Jfin"
Lora lKMraíe;

But,thoughíwe;.s',ÍnótÜef, we

' ' The' 'máscühe'ptónou'ns 'are
"
' ':

.

he, his and

hM,"-'-

1

"

But imagine th , feminine she,
:
,,
this and shim; ,
"S So the English I;'think.,yji all
'
'
'
will agree
Is the most difficult language
'
j'ou ever, did see.
- The grades and
the high schol
are preparing a program to be
given Armistice Day in conjunction with the American Legion .
Each room is preparing one num
ber which when taken with all
the others ..will make a progarm
of reasonable length, and the

Leou" WaSej

v .Outhnjan

Edfti TSumii Earke

WMVWUlg?

v.-

.

'

'h'

J

':

Thelma Bebout, Juaneta Bow
man, Ethel Farley., Buelah Gil- son, Helen Hbopw,)IjiüianNugén
Naomi Grunig, Frank Choate,'1
Benjamin Emerson,' Gurvis Gil- strap, Lee Kennard, Ralto Góss
;: '"'
and John GrayV
'" '''. ' Sixth Grade.
Elmer Bebout, Fred Estes.
Johnnie Cole, Edith Hooper, Adrian Rhyne, Cecil Wade, Glenn
Swain, Lena Plumlee, Thelma;
Noble, Wilda Smith,' Fay Smith,
Edna Mae Pendleton, Lucile1 home.
;

"'

súh-ipuc- h
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Wa handle a complete line of
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The kind this locality needed is here, with one price to all

Croceries
EGGS - EGGS
We will pay ycu
cash for them.

-

ours ia the very rock bottom, combined with our system
it affords an assurance that vou will never be over charged
'
Vhen you trade with us.
and,

At prices you can afford to pay

4

'v

EGGS

T

;

I

cents

.V

.

.

L

40c in trade
CITY MEATM ARRET

-

.

OSCAR KIDD, Proprietor
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prices are the following:

Men's and young men's overcoats, value up tOrf-- .
r?
$30.00 your choice
. frlQ.VD
Men's and young men's overcoats, valus up to
$25-0your choice
Men'? heavy 4 buckle first auality i:ed rubber An
overshoes, worth over $4 : 00 for
J)0. 1 U
;
Stove pipe 5 inch or 6 inch
1Q C
per joint .. ...!.'. ;V :'...)';..
.
'
Mn's khaki or heavy, blue wo: k shirts, well
made, two neckets
7ÍC

j

-

fw exaniplarr

A
-

V

t::

f '

,

-'

s

I

S

Will pay you

"

Men'd all woal f annel shirts' best made
Boy's heavy blue work shirts

I ransieranee

"

:

,

events as they happen; but the great
medium of thought transference by the
"inky way" is the Magazine,. Everyone
should read one or more magazines,
and you will find that we have an excellent .line; of them from the' staid and
dignified "pages of Harpers,, ' T.he .Review of Reviews, etc, right down the
line to .the light fiction of the Argosy,
AVester Stories, and .other T popular
weekly and monthly magazines... P .... v

Election day

The Roy Drug Store
M. D. GIBBS Prop.

Following the informal reception, a wedding lunch was served, en buffet.- - The serving
table in the dinning roóm had a
centerpiece of chrysanthemums.
Mr. and Mrs. Ogd'en left during the afternoon for, Chicago,
St. Louis and Omaha.,. They
will "be at home after December i
in Denver. Mrs. Ogden wore
for traveling a ,dres$ of ;navy
blue poiret twill, with tuck trimming aid a. navy blue coat .with
grey fóx trimming. Her hat
;
,
was of black
:
VJIrs,.;. Ogden as- a 'charming
youog woman who has a wide
circle of friends who regret her
a
going from the city. She-.igraduate of Rock Island high
school in. the elas.of l9Í5L ,añd;

other bank$ of the Fed- k'&l ReserVé,;SÍestem aaéüres'nmimum safe- - .'
'."'
ty for fuiids eatptsted to our care;

'

"rl Cooperation AxsÚng

''nmbei),p?o;fhj-'-'''-

rf i:

jfttization

.,f..

.

tolving individual problems' of

atrons jnúrisíi fficient ervice .
G)ópíatÍQn wijfeh every., depositor is.'tJte )ó3i- ...
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came

"W. vL
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fatner and sister left on the Santa Fe for that place. The funRov S. Wood was born in eral will take place probably SatChase County Kansas, on Jan urday
The funeral
Obituary.

uary 6th, 1876 and was tne

afternoon:

of

will be in charge, of the Masons
of which he was a member and
burial will follow in the Cotton
wood Falls Cemetery;, and all ;
business houses of Roy will be
rlKi1 for one hour during the
time of the funeral in honor of
the man that not only all of Roy
loved but practically the whole of

Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
He wasirmntv.
x
UUU VI
ot
schools
public
the
in
educated
Cottonwood Falls and in tne4A.

w

VV
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at Manhatten. In

& M. College

1898 he volunteered in

ish American
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MadJsm,
'Miss Edna
"iowar and
.
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istantt Tribune

Ret' Cooke made a business
Quite a number of voters, both
trip to El Paso the first of tke Republicins and democrats came
week.
down from Dawson and Raton
Tuesjday to vote and at which
T. O. Scott spent a day- - or place
théy have good .positions
twe with home folks from !his
h;v
work in Raton.
fi
Jim Brown; of Springer, dis
S. E. Paxton, F. S. Brown tributor for the Delco Light Co.
and R. E. Alldredge were busi has been in town this week on
ness visitors in Ratón Wednes- .business
v
t j,
day .and Thursday.. v,,,. ..'." ,
"

:

?

-

jBÍclavess,;-death'añ-

1. 1

:":'.

w?i7"5r7ÍC

'lEvEl
tt

ed vithout him'

caiMf

his'Ml- -

Te'ork' bn'the; Roy High

j

nd

have decided' to organize a we'tóéanti; the County, High
Sch6or,is' progressing njcely and
class in piano musicin Roy,
November 15th-.'- ' I. am me iirst iioers.wiii soon be com
v;
of Conservatory of J pleted
.'.
.
lUUSItlll I CAMS UllliUI VJUUCgC I Tlie Union Ladies Aid will pve
of. Ft. Worth andean handle
Tf inorJ a bake sale and bazaar on bat- vArüi mn- - miniié
ested call on me at W. G. John- - urday November 25. They will
have pastry of yoqous kinds and
son's resident or phone 26.
a so Christmas, presents of all
1
Erma . Rusell
tf
classes for 'sale.,..-;

J

:

aaduate

,

V

11-1-

;:;;

.

;

;

woiid to, say ' ibout
ttd if he had an enemv
in - liardhag ; County we ; neret
i'-üo-

"" i
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David 'S

D."'D,::HolloDetér is building
a chicken hense and garage for'
n.:- vv i vy&sinnp.
,.
' Misses Hoatson arid tti& who
teach the íiíth and sixth took
their," pupils '6n a nature study
trlp '.or: "hike" last Tuesday afternoon. The" yóungersters came
back" with' dust oh . their shoes
ond blisters on .'their toes but
they say theys Ieárhed "lots," sp
why should we worry?
l"he LadiesjAid met last Wednesday at the H-- . hf Boyd home
with Mrs . L:. M . Nugent as
hostess; The time 'was spent in
' ;
making comforts. '
D. J. Hollópeter is a new pupil in high school this week and
also a valuable addition to the
basket ball team .
C. W.'Danials is over from
Noland,-.NM., on business.
R; V. Melton and family are
movihg intoHhe' houáe recently
vacated by II . W . Dykeman .'
Last Tuesday afternoon Jesse
Butlerand .granson Dwiglit
Mills in á
Bowman started-t-
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bride's roses.
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quite

drew

e

R. S, Porter; and wife and
Bert Rainbou came down 'from
Da wsón Tuesday, to vote'.';"'"
R,;vL: Melton and family rer.
turned Wednesday from a two
weeks Visita with the formers
parent atIoreland,. Oklahoma..

black chiffon velvet relieved with
gold lace . and her flowers were

COOPERATION-TH-
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it buys more.

be..,

receiving the guests informally,
and at the appointed hour took
thtir places at a simple alter in
the bay window of the living
room. Bankings of ferns .were
liyen with chrysanthemums The
couple was unattended. The
bride wore a pretty model of

-

was
some

targe crowd to Mills and all
seemed interested as they should

Ogden-assiste-

Fairyiew Pharmacy-
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ferent article's, too numerous to mention here, therefore it
villpayyou to compare And whatever you do buy for cash

this part of the country

cently purchased.
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We have been reducing the prices on hundreds

visited by a little rain,
bail and a vast amount of cold
'
wind last Saturday.
and family
II.
arc moving from town, to the G.
Wv Reherd place which they re-

At a nrettv. simple home cere
mony performed at 3 o'clock.this
aitemoon at the home 01 tne
bride, Miss Greta M. Curry, eld
er daughter of Mr. and Mrs; C.
A. Cury, 1029 Twenty-thir- d
street, became the bride of Floyd
B'. Odgen of Denver, Colo. The
ceremony was performed by Rev.
J. A. Chapman of the First
Methodist church, before a company of some 25 relatives. u,
Before the ceremony,- Miss
Murphy; harpist, accompanied by v Miss Jean Murphy,
pianist, ; played an impressive
program of nuptial music, play- ing softly during the ceremony
and, reception which lonowea-.-Thhome was decoratad fwith
chrysanthemums in pink . ánd
crean) shades, the colors chosen
by the bride.
Miss Curry and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Curry. in

75c
44 by

......... .... ...

...

MILLS AND VICINITY

MÍáS GRETA CURRY
:
BECOMES BRIDE OF
'
M.. P. OGDEN, DENVER

ONE way. of transferring thought is
tíie telegraph, another the telephone,
and also the Radio Phone. Then too,
we have the printers ink, the daily
and weekly papers give the record of

... ...
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United States
.Hon. A. A. Jones Who Was
ator From New Mexico. '
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Try these
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save baking at home
are luscious
just around the
corner, at your grocer's or a
bake shop.
Baked to a turn a flaky
crust rilled with tender,
tempting raisins, the rich
juice forming a delicious
Once try tnese pies that
master bakers bake fresh daily
in your city and you'll never
take the trouble afterwards
to make raisin pies at home.
Get a pie now and let your
men folks taste it.

SUN-MAI-

It?"

trained"

His clutch became convulsive. "Not
a word !" he crlefl fiercely. "Havena I
done weel by the company? It won't
be the sufferer. If they thocht I was
going away they'd not a word, lass!
Promise me! Molly, lass, ye wlnna go

than
but the kind
you want is the kind you know
is good. Insist, therefore, on
d
brand. They cost no
more than ordinary raisins.
Mail coupon for free book
of tested
recipes.
Learn what you can do with
luscious raisins.

back on me now?"
,
"No, I won't go, back on you," she

Sun-Mai-

Sun-Ma-

answered.
But she did not like the Idea of
stealing away, although the company
would suffer little. And then there
would be the forfeiture of his pension.
But she dared not bring up that subject in view of his evident obsession.
After a while they began to make
preparations. They spoke of the journey as being weeks, Instead, of months
away. Then came a' night when the
factor tapped at Molly's door. She
dressed quickly and went out of her
room, to see the whole skyline ablaze.
Clouds of smoke' were whirling down
on them. Suddenly a rtg with two
horses came dashing across the portage
and drew up at the door.

id

RAISINS

D

The Supreme Pie Raisin
Your retailer should sell you
Raisins for not more than the
following prices:

Sun-Ma- id

'

Seeded (in IS ox. Hut pit. ) 20c
Seedleu (inlSot. rid pk.) 18c
Seeded or Seedless (11 o.' 15c

CUT THIS OUT AND SEND IT

Molly recognized Lee Chambers and

d
Raisin Growers,
Dept.
Fresno, California
Please send me copy of your free book,
"Recipes with Raisins."

Sun-Mai-

Name
Street-Ci-

.
ty

BlutPaclagt

State

No Maryland Bonus.
The Court of Appeals of Maryland
recently decided that the $9,000,000
soldier bonus, passed by the last legislature. Is unconstitutional, holding
that the referendum clause attached
Is in violation of the state constitution.

A Revealer

of Undulations.

"I thought you believed with Vollva
that the earth was flat."
"I did until I had gone riding In
second-hanSpringnlxe's
car."
d

"

Judge.

!

A FEELING OF SECURITY

During courtship a woman clings to
You naturally feel secure when you
a man's neck, but after marriage she know
that the medicine you are about to
Is apt to walk on It.
take is absolutely pure and containa no
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rookidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The same standard of purity, strength
and excellence is maintained in every botW. U Oouglaa shoes are actually demanded year after year by more propia tle of Swamp-RooIt is scientifically compounded from
than any other shoe in the world.
vegetable herbs.
W.L.D0UCLAS1T
It' is not a stimulant and is taken in
for forty years hxa been to
teaspoonful doses.
make the best shoes possible
for the price. Protection
It is not recommended for everything.
against unreasonable profits
It is nature's great helper in relieving
is guaranteed by the price
stamped on erery pair
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder
THEY ARE MADE ?
troubles.
A sworn statement of purity is with
and fluest leathers.by skilled
shoemakers, alt working to
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer' Swamp-Roofor

WL.DOUGLAS
567&i8 SHOES IMS

t,

t.

toake the best shoes
the
price that money can buy.
The quality is unsurpassed.
The smart styles are the
leaders in the fashion centers of America
yy.L. DOUGLAS;
Yñ
110 of our uwu sUres Id the
largecities and byshotleaU
Ask your
srs everywhere
Ihoe dealer to show rnu W L.
itouglaa shoes Only by
them can you appreciate their ral tie. Refuse
substitutes Insist upon baring W.L.Doiiglas shoes with
thft retail nrice and the name
stamped on tb sole The
retail prices r th ame
very where.
TO itGRCflAPTtt; ff n
dealer in ynur tnten handles
thoes. vntf io
day far tscluxive rights to
handle this qutck eiitnQ.
fuick turn wer Un

t.

ROTH SHOK

4.00

fe

4J0

L OouQlai ame
and portrait U the
known $hoe
Trade Mark in the
vorld. It stands tor
W,

tt

the htgheMt standard
of Quality at the tote-

es t possible cost. The

name and pnce it
ptatniv campea on
the tote.
M

tst

far
wnU

ttfc is
Isr csUisf.

IO Spark Xtrt
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"But you must arrange with the company for a new factor, and, If he Isn't

s,

Raisins.

Sun-Ma- id

Molly was awed by the old man's
fanatical enthusiasm. vWhea hall we
go?" she asked.
"This autumn, lass
before the
snows fall. But" he clutched her
by the arm "ye'll say nought about

cookies, etc
You may be offered other
brands that you know less well

sauce.

ing.

.

deen!"

Raisins furnish 1560 calories
of energizing nutriment per
pound in practically predigested
form.
Also a fine content of food-iro- n
good food for the blood.
Use raisins frequently, therefore, which are both good and
good for you, in puddings cakes,

THERE

her and repressed all thought of

Continued.

He seemed to tremble at her words.
He turned fiercely upon her. "To
Scotland 1" he shouted. "Em done with
this country. A man's thocuts turn In
his old age to his homeland. To Aber-

Bakers' Raisin Pies

v Made with tender,
meaty, seeded

XII

If you need a medicine," you should
have the best. On sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to try this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer k Coi, Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle.
When writing be sure
and mention this paper. Advertisement.

Hackett, and, turned and faced them,
though her heart was beating with
fear.
"We've come for you, Miss McDonald," shouted Lee Chambers.
"The
fire's across the muskeg, and there
won't be anything left of this store In
twenty minutes. Come along!"
He shouted and gesticulated wildly,
and seemed hardly master of himself.
McDonald started and looked out
through the smoke clouds. But as
they approached the girl she drew
'.v.
herself away.
"It's not true !" she cried. "The
fire's on the other side. Why, should
you come for us?"
(
"I tell you you'll be burned to a cinder Inside of fifteen minutes!" yelled
"We've got no time to
Chambers.
waste. We're going to drive you out
of danger. Come along!"
"I won't come !" cried Molly. "Don't
go with them, father. He's not speaking the truth! Look at his face!"
Hackett pushed Chambers out of his
way and strode up to the door. "I
guess that's true enough, what you
said. Miss McDonald," he said. "The
fire ain't this side but Will Carruth-er- s
is dying. They pulled him out of
his shack. He's In a bad way. Mebbe
he'll Just live till morning. He's calling for you."
"Will Will burned!" gasped Molly,
looking at him with eyes of horror
"It's gospel truth !" cried Chambers.
"He can't rest till you go to him."
"Then why did you tell us an un
truth?" asked the girl, searching his
face as if to read to the bottom of bis
;

soul.

'

fight-

.

"It'll be all right, my lass," the old
man was muttering. "They won't hurt
ye no more. They're taking us to Tom
Bowyer, I reckon.
He's bested us.
We'll have to give in. We'll make the
most of It."
The old man shook with fear, but
he laid his hand caressingly upon
her head. And afterward Molly, recalled that gesture, and remembered
that It was his right one.
At the time she thought nothing.
She lay back with her head against the
seat, resolved to husband her strength
for a more desperate struggle later, If
need be. Her dress was rent, her hair
fell to her waist. Rain had begun to
fall ; the horses, lashed . Incessantly,
tore madly through the darkness, and
the rig swayed dangerously from side
to side.
Molly's thoughts ran on as fiercely.
They were taking her to Bowyer, then I
But Bowyer was at Cold Junction, and
surely he could not harm her there!
And he was taking her father. She
must remain at bis side and protect
him. She sat passively upon the floor,
hearing the frenzied babbling of the
old man, and soothing him with one
hand stretched out upon his.
But this was not the way to Cold
Junction. This led toward Chain of
Lakes, where several fishing clubs had
purchased ground and water rights and
set up camps. Her heart sank. She
caught at Ha ckett's arm
"Where are you taking us?" she
pleaded. "Won't you let us go back?
I'll say nothing If you let us go I'll
say nothing!"
Hackett grinned at her and tried to
put his arm about her. She struck out
at him, and, with an oath, he pushed
her back violently into the bottom of
the rig.
She gnthered all her courage to wait
And the waiting was not long. The
upland was surmounted, and a lake
came Into sight, a neck of land, and
the dark outlines of camp buildings
upon it. A light showed In a window.
Chambers pulled up the horses.
He leaped to the ground and, catching McDonald by the arm, pulled him
roughly out of the vehicle., He hammered fiercely upon the door, which
opened.
Tom Bowyer appeared on
The factor began to
the threshold.
Bowyer pulled him unceretremble.
moniously Inside.
"Bring her In I" he yelled to Hackett.
,
The outlaw caught Molly by the
waist and swung her to the ground.
She tried to break from him, but Bowyer, having thrust McDonald Inside,
snatched her from Hackett's grasp
and, picking her up bodily, carried her
Into the lighted room.
Bowyer deposited the girl on the
divan, went out and pushed McDonald In after her. Outside Molly heard
a fierce altercation In progress Bow-yer- 's
threatening tones, Hackett's sullen answers and Lee Chambers' querulous whine.
Presently the two men went out and
Molly heard the horses being led

.

'

"Because we wanted to break It
gently," shouted Hackett. - He seized
her by the arm. "We haven't no time
to waste!" he shouted. . "He may die
Rabbit Cannery May Solve Problem. any minute while we're talking here. '
"He didn't send you," cried Molly
In Argentina a rabbit cannery has
been established In the hope of rid- with sudden conviction. "Why should
ding some sections of the country of a he have sent you? We won't gol
pest In a profitable way.
You're lying ! Let me go !"
She pushed her father back Into the
Yesterday is gone; tomorrow may store and tried to bolt the door (n
never come; do it today.
their faces, but they set their shoulders against It and broke through.
Molly ran to hér room; they were
there almost as soon as she. She
She heard McDonald's
screamed.
feéble "shout cat off as Chambers
grasped him by the throat. And then
she- was struggling madly in Beckett's
knives and
Clean
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,

"Curse you !" he shouted, with a
string of vile, oaths, seizing her by the
hair and dashing his fist Into her face.
She fought back like a tigress, broksj
r,
from him, and, snatching up the
snuished It across his head,
cutting his face .with" the fragments of
He,- - grasped, her by the
porcelain,
throat She clung to the bed, the
table, to the door, screaming the while
until his .fingersT tightened on her
throat and the.Voora swam blackly
around her.
She was faintly conscious of a gag
thrust Into her mouth, of being carried,, struggling,, out of the store, of
being lifted Into the rig. Then she revived to find herself huddled upon the
floor, .her .father bending over her with
his wrists tied, and mumbling lu her
ear. The engineer, seated In front of
them, was driving furiously along the
trail southward. Hackett, with one
leg thrust, orit on elthei side of the
vehicle, wás wiping the blood from his
'
(ace.
i
Desperate as' she was. Molly would
have tried to leap from the rig but
for her father. She heard him continue mumbling; and at length the
moaning of his words reached her
hrtdn. and the horror of them numbed
water-pitche-
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"Bring Her In!" He Yelled to Hackett

had been started with the purpose of
drawing himself and those In the vicinity away from the office, while the
burglary was being committed. But
why hadv It failed? And what had
Chambers been after?
He must have known that there was
no money In the safe. The men's pay
came up monthly by special messenger, and was handed out the same evening. It would arrive on the Monday.
Chambers could not have been after
spoil Of that kind.
Wilton looked through Joe's papers
again. Everything seemed Intact, and
nothing had even been tampered with.
It must have been that Chambers took

fright after the murder.

Suddenly Andersen came running
across the smoking ground, followed
n
by some
of the engineers.
The foreman came panting up to the
door of the shack.
"The men are crazy drunk, Mr.
and they're planning to. attack
the office!" he gasped. "Somebody's
been telling them the safe's full of
money and that they're going to be
laid off because of the fire."
Wilton reflected a moment while
the engineers gathered anxiously about
him.
"They can't open the safe," said
Wilton.
"At least, there's only one
man can, and he's been at it already.
No, never mind what I mean ! I don't
want bloodshed. I'll open It and show
it to them." He turned to one of the
engineers. "Take four men with you
and hurry to the store and see that no
harm comes to Miss McDonald and
her father," he ordered. "And take
this," he added, picking the revolver
out of the drawer and handing it to
him.
"iou'd better come too, Mr. Carruth-ers,- "
the man suggested.
"No, I'll stay here," said Wilton.
half-doze-

came back.
.
"Now we'll have a few words together," he said, leering at Molly. '

CHAPTER
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Wilton carried the dead man Into
his room and laid the body on the bed.
His face was set like flint. In this he
traced the work of Bowyer; but the
tool, Lee Chambers, was the object
of his Immediate vengeance.
Before anything else he must discover the motive of the burglary.
He opened the safe, which he had
shut and went through the papers
very deliberately. He was astonished
to find that everything appeared Intact and just as he had left It
Wilton could not understand It He
tried to figure It out He had already
come to the conclusion that the fire

men."
"Well done!" said Wilton.
"We'll
have this man for them, at any rate."
Tonguay stirred, muttered and suddenly sat up on the floor, looking at

s,

"Hurry!"

'

The engineer picked four men and
they hurried down the road. Andersen
and two others remained with Wilton.
Hardly had the party left when the
mob came streaming out of the
toward the office, shouting and
yelling.
Seeing the four men standing in the
doorway, however, they hesitated to
rush them, probably in the belief that
they were armed, and stood off, cursing them.
"Speak up!" shouted Wilton. "Wha't
is It you men want?"
The shouts died away to a muttering. Á spokesman stepped forward.
"We want the money In the safe,
and we'll have It!" he shouted. "We
all know you set the fire because the
line's busted, and you've got the safe
chock-fuof money. You've worked
us like dogs all summer, and now
you're going to lay us off because the
company's busted. You'd better hand
It over."
Evidently somebody had been telling
the men that tale.
"There's no money In the safe," he
answered. "Send a deputation of three
men and you can examine It."
The Hunkies, who for the most, part
understood him very well, looked at
one another uncertainly. They were
as docile as lambs without leadership.
But they had a leader; the outlaw
Tonguay stepped forward out of the
crowd.
"Come along, boys, he's fooling you I"
he yelled. "Smash his head for him!
Give them what's coming to them I"
But he slunk back Into their midst
as the bellowing mob rushed forward.
Wilton noticed that he was fingering
a revolver in his coat pocket. He waited till the mob was close Upon the
shack. He had calculated that an Instant's hesitation would follow, seized
It and sprang Into their midst, striking out right and left and felling a
drunken laborer at every blow. As
Tonguay fumbled desperately with the
trigger of the weapon In his pocket,
Wilton dealt him., a; smashing blow
He
that knocked hlra senseless.
stooped, took the revolver apd turned
and faced his assailants.
"Now, men' he said' crisply. "Eve
told you that you shall examine the
safe, and I'll keep my word. Three of
you enter. The rest will wait out'
side."
.'v'
'
a
pause
the workmen
three
of
After
came forward, uncertainly." WHton
took them Inside the shack, opened the
safe door and took 'out the contents,,
.package by
v
"Satisfied ..there'a no money?" he
'
;
asked.
"I guess that's so," admitted the
leader of the men,freluctahtly.
"Thén get out," said Wilton, driving
:
them toward- the door.'
;.The three rejoined their companions
and, with sullen mutterlngs, the workmen lurched, away aimlessly, and totally unable to unite on any further
plan for aggression now that their
leader was" gone; Andersen and one
of the engineers picked up Tonguay
and brought him Into the 'shack. The
man was still unconscious. However,
he showed signs of coming to shortly.
"Jules Is dead," said Wilton quietly.
"Jules dead?" shouted Andersen.
"Murdered.
It was Lee Chambers.
He must have been hanging round the
camp.; He got Into the safe, too, but
was scared away before he took anything. Come Inside !"
At the sight of the dead man on the
bed Andersen swore softly.
bunk-hous-

ll

.

.

She tried to adjust her torn
dress, to fasten up her hair. Bowyer
away;

"He must have been with those two
liquor peddlers," said Andersen. "I
guess they set the fire, all right."
"I guess they did," said Wilton.
"And I want you to go on to the next
camp and telephone In to Clayton and
get the police up here right away."
"I done It, Mr. Carruthers," said An
dersen. . "You see, sir, just as soon as
the fire began I seen that gasoline on
the engine sheds. And I'd heard the
men talking, because I picked up a little of their language. I knew there
was trouble coming, and I 'phoned Mr.
Qualn. He said he'd get an engine
and come right up with some of his

.'

.

-

Tonguay Screamed and Started Away,
his captors In bewilderment Wilton
quietly took the revolver out of hla
pocket and walked toward him.
"I'm going to ask you a few questions, Tonguay," he remarked in a
casual tone. "You'll find It to your advantage to answer them. Who sent
you here?"
Tonguay broke Into a short laugh.
"You fink dey tell that to me?" ha
me
sneered. "Jim Hackett don't
not'lngs. He say you got de job you
do it!"
"Xfiu came with Hackett; but what
was the game? You were told to sell
liquor, round the camp and make the
workmen drunk and discontented.
I
guess you have an Idea whom you
were working for, besides Jim Hackett, eh, Tonguay?"
"Mebbe I do," muttered the outlaw.
"I guess you shoot me unless I say Mr.
Bowyer, eh?"
The parry was effective. "You came
here with Hackett and Lee Chambers
to fire the camp," said Wilton. "Lee
Chambers' Job was to steal papers
from the safe while we were fighting
the fire. You were going to meet
somewhere afterward. Where, was It?"
The man burst Into scornful laughter. "You don't bluff me," he Jeered.
"I guess you don't want to be charged
wit' anodder murder, eli?"
"Do you?" asked Wilton.
"How's dat? You don't fix no murder on me."
"Come here!" said'Nviltmi, taking
him by the arm and leading him to
'
the door of the bedroom.
The moon, sloping in the west, threw
a flood of light, on the white face of
Jules, showing the crushed skull and
the blood-clot- s
that stained the pillow.
Tonguay screamed and started, away,
but Wilton held hlra fast
"What you want to know?" babbled
the outlaw.
"Where were yotí three going to

tll

.

meet afterward?"
"In de clubhouse ,of Be fishing camp
at Chain of Lakes, twelve miles
south,",, groaned Tonguay, sinking
back against the wall.
"That's where we'll find them," said
Andersen.
Wiltbn . 'handed hinn the revolver,
"You'll guard your prisoner, and hand
him over to the police when they arrive," he said.
Then he saw men running toward
the shack, and stepped outside.
It
was the party whom he had sent to
the portage.
"They're gdne!" panted one of
'
them.
"Gone? What du you mean?" shouted .WUton.
"Miss McDonald and the factor.
They went to bed last night. Now
they're not there. There's been foul
work done, and a fight Her room is
all In confusion, the bedclothes
dragged into the store, a pitcher
smashed to pieces." ;
Andersen pulled at Wilton's sleeve.
"We'll catch the horses at the muskeg," he said. "You stay here. It's our
-.
Job, 8lr.?,i,v
rr
"No, It's my Job, Andersen," answered Wilton, "and, by G d, itH be
a thorough one!"
(TO BE CONTINUED.
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Roy, Harding County, New Mexico,
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Our community was well rep
resented at the Republican Rally
at Mosquero Thursday .
Mrs. G. W. Hazen has been
very ill the past few "days, but
is better at present. ,
Mrs. A. G Hazen and children
spent a few days with Mrs. C.

Farm Woman and
Mr'c in Hall Case.

ATTENTION FARMERS

In these days of decreasing
Dairy catte have advanced
taxable assets in New Mexico, as
m the torn belt in six
50
they appear on the tax rolls, it
months.
If you need dairy
is time for the average citizen
any
breed, especia
calves
of
up
as a serious study the
o take
lly Guernsey, or big type
problems of public revenues and
Poland China Hogs, or any
expenditures. Two basic indusother breed of stock, write
upon
depending
the resour
tries
me for prices and full
C. Moore this week.
ces of the soil are laboring under
Mrs. Don Bradley, school great difficulties. While the
"
i...
Ma am of the" DeHaven school, armer and the livestock growers
L. M. Wagner,
spent the week end with are thus "hard hit," temporarily
Jesup, Iowa.
R.F.D.
home folks last week.
it is hoped, other sources of reve
A laree crowd was out to hear nues must be found, if governthe democratic candidates which mental functions are to be carspoke at the Bradley school ried out in the future on the
same scale as in the past. Othdouse Wednesday evening.
Lyell Hazen made a blsiness erwise expenditures must be cur
trip to Mosquero Monday , Mrs. tailed . It is a timé fot üs to use
,vell visited with Aira. Moore common sense and brains.
m
7,
while he was gone.
While it is right to say "we
Mr. and Mrs. Hall wére visi want good schools and good
tors in Mosquero Monday after- roads," me must face the ques
noon .
tion, "where is the money comDates at this office
Niels Lindsrren came home ing from?" It must be kept in
from the hospital last Sunday. mind that New Mexico is one of
He is much better now, but is the poorest states in the coun
not attending school.
try in taxpaying ability as meas
A number from this neighbor. ured by incomes upon which tax
hood started' to the Wilson tract es are paid' to the Federal govern
to get wood: Saturday, but the ment: yet we want all the govThe natural cuiioity of a mule
UNDERTAKER
hail made them turn back before ernmental services of wealthier wat an important factor in solution
And
his
Rev,
Hall and
of the murden of
,
they got very far.
;ommunities.
EMBALMER
The problem is pretty
LICENSED
choir sineer, Ekanor Mills, at
,
i es, we very nearly had some one to which attention and study New Brunswick, N. J.
line of Caskets always on
Full
noisturt Saturday. Some hail should be given by schools,
Mrs. Jane Gibson, farm woman,
. ' t
hand, also suits and dresses.
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Canon City, Colorado, has voter stration of public affairs, says forward
75
cent boy was accused.
irui inventors toectner. k n57. to be preserved. Eáiso i now
co
and
active
indorsement
its
he Taxpayers' Association of
years old and SteinmrU
operation in the Red Cross Rol 'iew Mexico in its Bulletin . We
Call which will take place No can get a full, fair and uniform
Hiram Uüton was up from his
J, D. Wade made a business R. Lopez, .deputy County vember 11th to 30th. At a meet assessment of taxable property ranch in La Cinta Canyon Mon Faney Comb : Extracted Honey
Clerk, was a business visitor in ing held last week the clergymen and we can bring
trip to Springer last week.
about a higher day, transacting business.
For sale by the casa
Rov Monday. He delivered the voted to put the subject before percentage of tax collections.
and in 6 gal. eans
preto
difterent
boxes
the
ballot
T. W. Wilson and L. T. Sul
religious organi
various
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levies
school
take
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Let
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Hughes
M.
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a
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lections affect-threvenues for Mondav and
last Sunday evening.
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but in the Home Services pro the school levies are unpaid
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r n TT i
V "I gram of the Red Cross.
County Superintendent De- Forest Judy. Dock McCargo,
last
It is estimated, conservatively, Clyde
vis- - lams made a trip
RAiPiVh
Hooper and Roy Baker
This will not interfere with that the following amounts are
Friday to have some dental
Springer, New Mex.
from Raton Monday P.O. Box
down
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by
on
carried
regular
charaties
still delinquent m the various
i work done: they came back m
vote.
counties upon general county night to
the storm Saturday evening and the different churches, it
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IoqííI fha irnrm was far worse stated, and they will function
school levies:
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Born to .Mr. and Mrs Jose de than any ordinary dental trou- - heretofore, except that some oi
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ty
Commissioner from the sec
their enterprises will be taken
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Chaves
district was a business visond
The
over by the Reh Cross.
ber 4th, a fine baby boy. All
38,000.00
Colfax
itor in Roy Tuesday.
reason for this, it is stated by
concerned are doing nicely. This
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Curry
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Guadalupe
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the hen,1 killed her and threw her
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7,000.00
might get it into their heads that Shorthorn cattle and Poland Chi
Sierra
Roy was blessed with another
DRESS50,000.00
FOR
TAKEN
Socorro
ORDERS
you are ready, for the financial na hogs. Padegrees understood.
Sister this past week. Sister Taos
17,000.00
ED POULTRY
graveyard and pass you up like
Will go anywhere to conduct
M. Irene from Adrain, Michigan,
52,000.00
Torrance
a pay car passes a tramp. Let's large or small sales.
w ho is an accomplished musician
70.000.00
Unoin
jo some snappy advertising.
Write, Wre or Phone at my exwill be here for some time. Sis18,000.00
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pense for dates, terms
ter has taught all instruments
MARK WOOD, Prop.
We received an item clipped
reasonable.
Mexico.
Roy,
hap
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for years, her work
At Floersheim Store,
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Total '
from the Chicago Tribune headvery successful in Illinois and
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Michigan.
no reports of collecting and tained what purported to be the
made
becomes acclimatized she will amounts cannot be
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cent
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basis
on
of
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RATON, N. M.
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selves of this wonderful
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race,
we
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refrain
most doubled. They are made
upon the average collections for from publising it as we doubt
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: whether such a dodger was ever
follows
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he
counties
different
recently
the
. Romine property
Harry Hughes and J. W.
96: Chaves, 95; Col printed.
vacated by Mrs. F. E. Ivor and
Mackey were in Roy Tuesday Bernalillo,
Curry, 97; De Baca, 92;
place last Monday.
evening on business. Mr Hughes fax, 95;
West Beabaut is a new reader moved to the
Oona Ana, 92; Eddy, 95; Grant,
s postmaster at Solano.
D8; Guadalupe, 90; Lea 98; Lin on the S. A. list this week. This
Rav Busey and wife spent th
coln, 95 ; Luna, 95 ; McKinley, 75 ; makes about a dozen new subs latter part of the week out canNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
past
days.
ten
week
Last
Mora, 93; Otero, .93; Quay, 98; the
vassing for the Harding County
Rio Arriba, 80; Roosevelt 97; hve printed thirteen hundred cop High School.
Department of the Interior,
Sandoval, 83;- San Juan,90; San íes and were out of papers by
U.S. LAND OFFICE at Clay Miguel, 87; Santa Fe, 83; Sierra, noon Saturday and have had
FOR SALE OR TRADE 4
ton, New Mexico, Oct. ,12, 1922. 97; Socorro, 85; Taos,; 85; Tor- calls for dozens of more copies
cows, trade for fresh cows.
fat
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a
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Albert'!...
90.
last week, however we are mak fat hog. '
Cou,nty, New Mexico, who,
G. H. Welch,
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FOR RENT The Romine pro- home print,, paper in the near
Mills, N. M.
Homestead Application, Numoer
by Rev.
8
Sec. 8. perty recently vacated
future.
026232, for SE-SMassagee, four' rooms and good
' $10.00
i.
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NEVi,
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ship 19 N, Range 25 E, N.M. P.
A. office.
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in son at S.
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'
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a
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New Mexico, on the 25 day Of
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be held at the Union Church.
November,. 1922.
for you anywhere in the United States on a few hours
Claimant names as witnesses:
,
notice.
W. E. Carter of Mills was in
Harry Staff ord, Thomas Sans-burJ. H. Sansbury and Hiiro Rey last Monday. Mr. Carter
Gomez; all of Roy, New Mexico. is one of the best farmers in the
'THE NAYLORS"
Mills community and keeps postH. II. Errett,
Raton, N, 1L
O.
849
P.
Drawer
Register... ed on County happenings thru
t
the columns of the S. A. n
nr.
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Geo E. Cochrane
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FATJO'S HONEY
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Fatjo Apiaries
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General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,

J. D. Wade,

WE HANDLE
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MEATS
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run-dow-

Roy Meat Market '
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col-'ecti- on

M ICHELIN

TIRES AND TUBES
One Quality Only
The Best
We are selling these
high quality tires and
tubes at prices ybu
pay for the ordinary
makes. Come in and
get comparative

,

-
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R.S. Wood Motor Co;
Roy, New Mexico

y,

Raton Greenhouses

The Spanish American, Roy, Harding County, New Mexico.

1078
Sullivan Dem. Sheriff
933
Hughes Repub. Sheriff
1090
Wilson Dera Assessor ,
McMinimy Repub .(Assessor 936
1170
Chavez Dem. Treasurer
835
Vigil RepubV Treasuef "
DeFrees Repub. Col Sup. 1038
995
Cason Dem. Co. Sup. i
IOCS
Fields Dem.'
.,,
s '
920
Durrin Repub.
1330
High
School
FOR
"'4
654
Against High' Schol,
There were several absent voters vote's which ire, being received by the county clerk and it
is more thaii probable that Mr.
Gallegos hai carried the county
for Lieutenent Governor by a
few votes and which'can only be
told by the official. count. '
Vote on the County High school.
Precinct No
For Against,

11
.1-
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j
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Real economy looks straight through a price
tag. .Tliat is only put on at the last minute,
but quality is put in the merchandise which
we carrjf, from the very beginning of its
í

?

i

-

1

LOOK IN

.v
i

i

'

manufacture.

'

buyers are no longer hypnotized by a price-taThey want to
The items listed below are only a few f
look in and see what it covers
the many oppornnities which we offer to careful buyers, to combine,
Economy with Quality.
PSSSSKW'?'If you haven't formed the hadit of looking in at our merchandise before
buying elsewhere, we believe that it will pay you to do so.
Far-seein-

g

ladies Outing Night Gowns,

!

$1 75 a:id $2 00
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yard
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'pt&xtom&ncn:-
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Cretonnes in patterns that tan be chrocted around for lunchen sets,' at
per yard
':"'"''
"'X
'
'
.,':'
Large assortment of Remnants

27

'.

24-10
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6
0
52
5
25
22
6
29
10
55
21
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37

19'

33.
-
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17
18
19

36
20
39
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Comes 20,000 Miles
to Study Cattle ,

"1 wanted to acquire

'25
21
29
38

'96'
67

-

gislature.
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W
Large Solitary Oats 30 '. '
No. 2'2 Del Monte Apricots at $2.98 per dozen canssV.'
Solid packed gallon fruits at 850 per gallon.
' Just arrived new' dried fruits, also a car of Extra Fancy .,, Brown ; Beasitjr
v

:

I

.very Brazilian farmer couhf

'."ÍÍ59V

A

th'
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,i(ind,'hi3 86ti to study at
splendid agricultural colleges and,
.voaderi'ul farms of this country.

1
1

1
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At':Harinóny ,íiebakah Lodge
Friday ""evening Nó- ther will be nominal
iion of officers,' lunch' will bje
served, members requested to
No. 24 on
vember 17

Ohio-Kentuck-

.
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20 percent discount on all stoves ánd ranges this week

cue innate.

iiln

fácKthexwhole thmé in a
á'utshel jsr thaiitas'a"rgul.r
democratic lanjslí'dl" and :jiearly
every

state
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aáíüate of the Texals
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Woniah's cdll&ge of
Worth
and a'fine'music teacher.
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I have srood horses atr
practically good' as new also newf.
set hárwaáá iMft tradb fW
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radiator
car;
as. good a
aimos
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J. P. Cortes, son of a wealthy Aew, and "$9700 takes it .
jft
Brasil jan.; ranch .wnerjia: workn g
is 'a eominott' farm hand on-- the
Cedar Croit Utríori, Farm ..near

-
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Kansas City to study U. S. pure bred
breeding and raising methods.
He
likes it am, thinks his, long trip
her.
e.j$ tejyriBg.'' .
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l
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A Team of Good MhIp
or Cash. , Call!
TIN SHOP. ; -
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Below we give yon a

,

The conservative man is not necessarily an
cautions or timid man. The conserva-reusually
is thoughtful and intelligent,
tive man
ideas of foolish or schem
fusing to follow
'
ing leaders..
.
Summed upthe character of conservatism is
caution witkout timidity and a sincere respect for
.,
'
the world's experiences ,
.
conserfleets an individuality of
This bank
vatism'. It is a safe, sane and serviceable institu- tion for you to profit through. Whether it be, deposits, checking investment or loan, you will be glad
of Making this bank your bank.
Make Your Dollars Have More Cents! ! I

ay its

.sp;'

An

KoltCall

Such Specials
San Antonio Cow Boy,

,.';.'

'

,

'

e

,

;

BANK OF ROY

'

:

Dress
Wear Felt Hats, an a finei Line of
Staple Styles.
:

ronnd-the-rl- d

dress goods;

Serge, Silks, Ginghoms, Percal
All New Patterns to Choose From

will be

the serva universal effort to
Red Cross workers in
ice of
the peace program by their, participation in theRoll Call. In this way
the vast army of volunteers will once
more affiliate 'witty- - the woak of the
Red Cross in Its manifold phases. Cobeen assured by
operation also
Government and privnte maritime InRoll Call' that
terests' in a deep-seIs designed .to reach every meniber
or potential member in every part of
the world who may be en wóyage or
temporarily In any port.
Thousands of Cliapters will adopt
the home canvass plan of enrollment
which originated In Pittsburgh, where
last year It resulted In a membership
increase of T0 per, cent. All records
in tills year's campaign will he kept
cn stimrtard size cards to be Bled bjf
acli CUtipter for'future use.
war-tim-

sp

campaign

Men's

and

Heathre-Hos-

:t
ia Green

e

Brown-Me- n's

Values (New Good.)

DON LOUIS HATS

'

important feature of the

;

Flannel Shirts Ileal Amy

the- - Bed Cross membership in
,S,300 aetlve .Chapters at borne
'

éJk

JCS

,..'

Fall Line Men's UnUned and
Lined Gloves and Mittens.

t

and abroad.

v

.

week

fr

Conservatism- -

afe-

We also wisfc to let yoo know that óur delivery system ha fofea greatíy
improved npon and we can now serte yon more efficiently.

n

Character in

usm

i auk

wish to tell our Friends, and patrons that Te have pochasffd the
S. E. Paxton Store, stock ?nd we are now doing business at the
Pax ton stand, with this 6r?ndid gtoek ánd the more spacious
location we are in touch better position to render ytm good ser;

The AmmbI RaH CaH ef the Amri-oaRed Gross tor reglsctrtHoii of the
membership tor 1.68 will bepin on
Armistice Day, Nevember lltl and
chise"en TbanksgWlnj Pay Nórember
30. The. jroandwork for. this
the memtask of
bership throughout the florid has been
the first complete
laid 'in s plan
abd oomprehénsive systiem ef registra-f-

íTtj.

tvmSLj cji

m

.i

Red Cross Roll Call
Heard World Around
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NOTICE

b

A son was born to Mr. and
Mrs. McRae. Mrs. McRae was
formerly Miss Margret Murray.
Here is congratulations to them.
Hazel Grisham is spending the
week with Nellie May Lammon.
Saturday was the windiest day
of the season.!
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orence Benson, N. G.
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O. A. Johnson, old time íeal
estate man and land locater of Read the SPANISH AMERICAN
Solano, was in the city visiting
About all one hears these days
with friends the past week. Mr.
W. R.' Holmes, of Dawson is politics,, so news items ar
Johnson is now interested in a spent Tuesday in Roy, helping to iscarce.:,-gold mine at' Red River City, maice uie.,aemocrauc lanasiiue.;
Mr. and Mrs. J.A. Hunter
New Mexico.
from Gladstone attended the
If Homer Holmes makes us as speaking at the school house last
A real Turkey Dinner will be good a county cterk as he was i Tuesday.
given by the Caholic Ladies Aid a vote getter, he will make a I Mrs. Ed Murray has returned
crackerjack clerk.
cn Thanksgiving Day.
jhome from her visit at Dawson.
Mrs. T. S, McDonald and son
have gone to Oklahoma to visit
her daughter, Mrs.. C. W.

Vi'
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Erma;rRussell of Clarenden:
Texás is in Roy' visiting ffjendis
and will organize a music class
here 'for the winter ' months.

Expecting a Big Shipproent ef

Peten Shoes fer the Whole' Fam'
ily. r
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School Supplies
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the Time, Big

5f Tablets, etc
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edge of vour; methods
it was very difficult for
.ne beiore I learned your langu- - '
age, I think the" effort is veryi
much worth while; and I wish;
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The senate is Republican 15 to. 9
In the Nation many states
turned up strong democratic majorities, particularly, New York,
Indiana, New Jersey,
Colorado,' Kansas,; Mich.
and other staté$ that gave H'a-ding heavy majorities two yeáT
.ago. It looks much like te Lo-wer House of Congress will be
democratic Dy b to Y while tñe
democrats ..gained heavy inroad

knowí- and cattle.1:

'1 hough'

'

GROCERY DEPARTMENT

ry

lord cattle, brought m principal- ly froin England and Uragray.
In the future, we think Brazilian ranchers will, coma to the
United States almost exculsively
,
for Kerefords."

?

.Lower House by 9 to., 10 majority. The senate will remain
as there was no election
for this branch of the state le-
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ever-hand-
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hus-band-

In New Mexico the Democrats
riót only gained the whole state
ticket but also got control of the
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Ladies Satteen and Heatherbloom Petticoats $1.89 and $2.97
Ladies Waists and Overblouses, of Geoiette and Crpe Dechine at $3. 98
Silk Itepscord, in shades suitable for lounging Rob.es
and Kimonos at 98
'
per yard.
.'jV:' '.'y
,
XYZ Silk, for Pajamas 'and other articles for Christmas Gifts át 4.9f per,'
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CLOTHING AND DRY GOODS DEPT.

528'
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18
15
121
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Seasonable Merchandise Specials This Week
s
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led by the leading breeders, of
WORKS AS FARM HAND
OUR
OF
the United States.
LEARN
TO
PURE BRED STOCK .'Ihe young Brazilian, gets up
every morning at five, helps feed,
Cedar Croft Farm, near Kan- - -at
Rancher
Brazilian
of
Rich Son
sáa City,
and thn aftpr hrOQir
Come 20,000 Miles to Study
" '
VUIV .
puts
in a strenious dav v
fast,
and
'
Raising
Methods of
Breeding and Thinks
ai nigni ne recorasy his observa- - tions in his
note-Experience Worth Ef"
,
book.
,'.:-.f0rt,
Pretty' ambitious, don't you.
think, for a rich young man who
Kansas City. Mo., Nov 7.
Suppase your father owned a owns 1,400 acres of Brazilian
14.000 acre "ranch in Brazil, on rich land in his own rie:ht atu í
which he raised cattle. Would wliose fathpr has ten times as -you travel 20,000 miles to a coun muehmore?
try whose people and language Yet young Paix Cortes enjoys i
vou did not know, and work it, because he is learning, new '
there as an ordinary "hand" on a things every day. His practical
farm in order to learn how to experience at Cedar Croft Farm
breed and raise pure bred live iá the climax of several months" '
training in this country, during:
stock
vhich he attends the animal
That is what a twenty-si- x
classes at the University
year old Brazilian is doing. His
name is Julio Paix Cortes; and of Illinois and Iowa State Agrihe came all the way from Bage, cultura! College.,
Rio' Grand do Sul, Brazil, in or- ' "I tame to the United States
der to learn how cattle are hand- - to learn the best strains of Herei
fords here, he says. "Brazil
already has thousands, of Here--T
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